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ERRORS ON THE EVOLUTION OF PROTEIN EVOLVABILITY
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ABSTRACT
Evolvability, or the ability of a population to evolve by natural selection, is an important
concept of the proposed Extended Evolutionary Synthesis. In order to explore this concept, we
examined the potential effects of selection against translational errors on the evolvability of a
Bacillus subtilis cold shock protein. Translational errors can occur due to codon recognition by
near-cognate tRNAs, resulting in the incorporation of the incorrect amino acid despite the correct
nucleotide sequence. Previous studies have shown that the folding of a protein is directly related
to its thermodynamic stability, with higher stability conferring a tolerance for a broader range of
amino acid substitutions. This greater range of tolerated mutations leads to greater evolvability of
protein function. We explore whether selection against mistranslation is sufficient to lead to the
evolution of greater thermodynamic stability, and hence evolvability. Implementing free energy
of folding data (∆∆G values) for the B. subtilis protein, inferred from phylogenetic analyses, we
assume each site makes an additive contribution and thus predict the viability of different protein
sequences to then assess the fitness of a sequence with a given rate of translational errors. Using
C programming, we simulate the evolution of the protein and then measure the evolvability at its
endpoint. In this, evolvability is expressed as the proportion of proteins that fold to a native state
after a single point mutation. Preliminary results show that evolvability increases when both the
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translational error rate and population size are considerably high. Further simulations, such as a
diversity of tested proteins, larger population sizes, specific gene expression levels, and the use
of the I-Mutant2.0 software to generate ∆∆G values, will help us better understand evolvability
and the different factors that may influence it.

INTRODUCTION
As the current paradigm in evolutionary biology, the Modern Synthesis (MS) has been
previously successful in describing evolutionary theory (Mayr 1993) However, as a theory
structured in the 1940s, the MS fails to consider novel concepts such as phenotypic plasticity,
epigenetic inheritance, complexity theory, and evolution in highly dimensional adaptive
landscapes (Pigliucci 2007). With this, a push toward an Extended Evolutionary Synthesis (EES)
has taken place in order to formulate a theory that encompasses both previous knowledge as well
as the aforementioned phenomena. One concept in particular that has been completely excluded
from the MS is that of evolvability (Earl and Deem 2004, Pigliucci 2007). Evolvability can be
defined as the ability for populations to evolve by natural selection. A term in itself that is
difficult to define, and one that has many different ―meanings‖ attached to it, it is nevertheless
generally accepted that evolvability does evolve (Wagner and Altenberg 1996, Carroll 2002,
Carter et al. 2005, Masel and Bergman 2007, Jones et al. 2007, Pigliucci 2008). However,
biologists have been increasingly concerned with whether this phenomenon is the result of
natural selection or rather a byproduct of alternate evolutionary processes (Pigliucci 2008).
While the mechanisms by which evolvability evolves still require elucidation, it is clear that
evolvability will make up a crucial foundational block for extending our current understanding of
evolutionary biology.
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A major question related to evolvability is how a system‘s physical properties can
influence its ability to evolve. As one of the best examples of an evolvable system, proteins offer
an opportunistic case study of evolvability. Previous studies on proteins have demonstrated that
a protein‘s robustness to mutations contributes heavily to its evolvability (Wagner 2008a,
Ferrada and Wagner 2008, Masel and Trotter 2010). With this in mind, it has previously been
shown that extra thermodynamic stability can make a protein more robust to mutations by
allowing a greater fraction of mutants to fold (Bloom et al. 2006, Bloom et al. 2005). Stability is
constrained during evolution because even though selection acts on a protein‘s biochemical
function, this function is completely dependent on the protein‘s ability to fold to its native state
(Bloom et al. 2006). Therefore in our study, we make the assumption that protein stability is a
direct representation of functionality. While it is true that proteins that are not folded to their
native state may retain partial functionality, this concept does not fall within the scope of this
study.
The thermodynamic stability of a protein is represented as its free energy of folding (∆G),
or the difference in energy between the folded and unfolded state. This can be defined in relation
to the fraction of unfolded (PU) and folded (PN) molecules where PN + PU = 1. The equation
follows as:

where R is the gas law constant (8.314 J/mol*K) and T is the temperature (DePristo et al. 2005,
Schellman 1987). Classically, a more negative ∆G indicates greater stability, while a more
positive ∆G indicates greater instability. Experimental measurements of ∆G are extremely
difficult to obtain. Still, estimates have placed typical ∆G values for proteins between -5 and -10
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kcal/mol (Bloom et al. 2005, Fersht 1999, Yang et al. 2010, Dill et al. 2008, DePristo et al.
2005). This upper boundary suggests that a fitness penalty exists for proteins that are too stable,
although the reasons behind this have not been fully studied (DePristo et al. 2005). Alternatively,
high stability may be eroded by mutational bias, with marginal thermostability the end product of
a mutation-selection balance (Bloom et al. 2007). The lower limit, however, can easily be
explained by the stability minimum at which a large enough proportion of the proteins can
properly fold to carry out their function within the cell.
When a mutation occurs within the protein, its effect can be either stabilizing or
destabilizing and

can be measured by how it changes the free energy, termed ∆∆G. As a

reminder, a positive ∆∆G will decrease stability while a negative ∆∆G will increase stability.
However, even if a mutation is destabilizing (positive ∆∆G), it does not necessarily mean that the
protein will misfold. As long as the protein still retains a minimum stability, it will be able to
fold to its native state (See Figure 1). This suggests that the evolutionary impact of a mutation

Figure 1. Stability threshold for proteins before and after a destabilizing mutation. If the ancestral protein is
very stable, a destabilizing mutation will be effectively neutral, still allowing the protein to fold (top panel).
However, if the ancestral protein is only marginally stable, the mutation can be lethal, causing the protein to
misfold and be discarded (bottom panel).
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depends on the starting stability of the ancestral protein. For a highly stable ancestral protein, a
moderately destabilizing mutation will be effectively neutral while the same mutation may be
lethal for a marginally stable protein. On average, most single-residue mutations have a |∆∆G|
between 0.5 and 5 kcal/mol (DePristo et al. 2005, Pakula and Sauer 1989). Additionally, since
∆∆G is an intrinsic property of a specific change at a given position, and is relatively
independent of initial stability, multiple mutations result in an additive effect, represented as:

where ∆∆Gi is the stability change after a mutation i occurs (DePristo et al. 2005, Pakula and
Sauer 1989, Bloom and Glassman 2009). While this assumption is not entirely true considering
that protein stability is dependent on interactions between various residues, empirical studies
have shown that this assumption can lead to highly accurate results (Bloom and Glassman 2009).
When we consider the evolution of a protein, we can ask what factors can influence its
thermodynamic stability? Naturally, mutations in the nucleotide sequence can alter the protein
sequence, thus increasing or decreasing its stability, although the majority of nucleotide
mutations destabilize a protein‘s structure (Pal et al. 2006, DePristo et al. 2005). However, there
are other sources of error that we should consider. Both replication and transcription errors can
occur, but a central observation is that these are secondary to translational errors, with translation
being the most error-prone step of protein synthesis (Drummond and Wilke 2009, Kramer and
Farabaugh 2007). Translation begins with the formation of an aminoacyl-tRNA by aminoacyltRNA synthetase which matches an amino acid to its corresponding tRNA molecule. Errors can
occur in this step where the incorrect amino acid can be attached to the tRNA, with an estimated
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rate of 1 x 10-4 (Gingold and Pilpel
2011). With or without the correct
amino acid attached, the aminoacyltRNA is then delivered to the
ribosome where the anticodon of the
correct aminoacyl-tRNA (or cognate
tRNA)

is

aligned

with

its

corresponding codon in the mRNA.
While these steps are monitored by

Figure 2. tRNA and near-cognate tRNA. The anticodons of
near-cognate tRNAs do not match the codon at one position,
creating an imperfect match and resulting in an incorrect amino
acid being incorporated despite the correct nucleotide sequence.

cellular proofreading and quality
control pathways, often rejecting the aminoacyl-tRNA from the ribosome if a mismatch is
detected between the codon and anticodon (Reynolds et al. 2010), sometimes the incorrect amino
acid can still be incorporated, leading to an error in translation.
It has been estimated that approximately 15 percent of all average-length proteins will
have at least one translational error, where an incorrect amino acid is incorporated even with the
correct nucleotide sequence (Drummond and Wilke 2009). This occurs mainly due to codon
recognition by near-cognate tRNAs (Drummond and Wilke 2009, Kramer and Farabaugh 2007).
Near-cognate tRNAs are those tRNAs whose anticodons do not match the codon at one
nucleotide (See Figure 2), thereby incorporating the incorrect amino acid even with the correct
codon in the DNA sequence. The frequency of missense translational errors has been estimated
to be between 10-3 to 10-4 per codon, per translation event (Kramer and Farabaugh 2007, Ortego
et al. 2007, Drummond and Wilke 2008). When a protein is subjected to a translational error, the
misincorporated amino acid can instigate a change in the protein‘s thermodynamic stability.
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With this, the protein can either retain enough stability to fold to its native structure, or it can
lose stability and misfold. Mistranslated proteins that misfold have been shown to comprise a
diverse population of different properties, each at a low concentration (Ortego et al. 2007).
However, even at low concentrations, misfolded proteins can be highly detrimental to the cell,
leading to a gain of toxic function, disruption of membrane integrity, or a protein aggregate that
may be costly to remove (Drummond et al. 2005, Drummond and Wilke 2009, Pal et al. 2006,
Gingold and Pilpel 2011). In fact, empirical work has shown that misfolded proteins can incur a
fitness cost of up to 3.2 percent when the misfolded protein represents less than 0.1 percent of all
cellular proteins (Geiler-Samerotte et al. 2011). Therefore a protein that is more protected
against mistranslation will avoid the costs associated with destabilizing translational errors.
Interestingly, recent studies have shown
that translational error rates are not
fixed within the cell, but rather, are
variable (Reynolds et al. 2010). While
such a fact has not been incorporated
into this study, it is useful to remember
the complexity of mistranslation and
the limited extent to which we can
simulate a real-world process.
One thing to note is that protein
Figure 3. Possible paths of a synthesized protein. Proteins
with translational errors can result in a folded (5) or
misfolded (6) protein. Likewise, proteins without an error can
also be folded (3) or misfolded (4). Our model takes into
consideration both sources of misfolded proteins (4, 6).

misfolding is a dynamic process. While
misfolding

can

occur

due

to

translational errors, error-free proteins
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can also misfold (Yang et al. 2010). Figure 3 depicts the possible paths a protein can take both
with and without a translational error. Previous studies have tended to discount the importance of
error-free misfolding, however, recent studies have shown that selection may be stronger against
error-free than error-induced misfolding in generating the anticorrelation between evolutionary
rate and protein expression level (Yang et al. 2010). With these findings, our study takes into
account both the possibility of error-free and error-induced misfolding for the fate of all proteins.
Our project focuses on the effects of selection against translational errors on the
evolvability of a protein. We use a Bacillus subtilis cold shock protein to examine these effects,
with the nucleotide sequence and ∆∆G values for a single mutation for this particular protein
provided by Dr. Jesse Bloom from his previous phylogenetic analyses (Bloom and Glassman
2009). We calculate the evolvability of the initial reference sequence, and then subject the
protein to a simulated evolution in order to obtain a sequence that is several mutations away.
During this evolution, the rate of translational errors, which we vary across simulations,
influences a sequence‘s fitness and is a key determinant in deciding which mutations reach
fixation. Following evolution, we calculate the evolvability of the derived sequence in order to
compare the value with the initial (ancestral) sequence. This allows us to quantitatively
determine the effects of translational errors on the evolvability of the protein. For our purposes,
evolvability is measured as the proportion of mutations that cause a distinct change in the amino
acid sequence without destroying folding.
We predict that a greater rate of translational errors will result in greater evolvability. If
translational errors are high, proteins will benefit by either (i) using more robust codons, or by
(ii) increasing their stability (∆G) so that any destabilizing translational errors will still result in a
folded protein (See Figure 1). We also predict that larger population sizes will result in greater
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evolvability for similar translational error rates. Larger populations are subject to stronger
selection, and thus will result in the fixation of a mutation only if it enhances the stability, and
thus evolvability, of the protein. Furthermore, we examine the effects of protein length on
evolvability by creating a hypothetical protein by doubling the B. subtilis sequence and using the
previously provided data. Since longer proteins by default accumulate more translational errors
(Drummond and Wilke 2009), we predict that evolvability will increase as a result of stronger
selection on the longer protein. The results presented below are preliminary and do not
encompass the breadth of simulations we hope to complete. See the Discussion for comments on
future considerations and intentions for improving our model as well as additional parameters
that will improve our understanding of evolvability and how selection against translational errors
may influence it.

MODEL
We assume the population is subject to weak mutation (μN << 1) thus representing a
monomorphic population (Bloom and Glassman 2009). This allows us to assume that the
population is genetically uniform for the protein of interest at most points in time, or that all
proteins have converged to the same stability before a new mutation occurs (Bloom and
Glassman 2009). Additionally, we assume that misfolded is synonymous with nonfunctional
since we are unable, at this time, to distinguish between function and folding. Therefore if a
protein is misfolded, it is assumed to be nonfunctional, and thus targeted for degradation by the
cell. This assumption is supported by observations that cells respond the same to unfolded
proteins as to misfolded proteins, suggesting that it is not the degree of misfolding that affects
cell fitness, but rather, the number of these misfolded (or unfolded) proteins (Yang et al. 2010).
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Our model considers a DNA sequence of length L codons. Using the data inferred by
Bloom and Glassman (2009), we use the sequence of a Bacillus subtilis cold shock protein with
L=68 (See Supplementary Data 1 for sequence). The initial reference sequence was given a
marginal value of excess folding free energy (ΔGwildtype) of -5.0 kcal/mol. Most
thermodynamically stable proteins have free energy values between -5 and -10 (Bloom et al.
2005, Fersht 1999, Yang et al. 2010, Dill et al. 2008, DePristo et al. 2005). We use a value of -5
to represent a lower bound in order to avoid overestimating the stability of the ancestral protein.
Using C programming, we first calculate the evolvability of the ancestral B. subtilis
DNA sequence, to later be compared with a derived sequence in order to determine the relative
change in evolvability. Our model calculates evolvability as the proportion of point mutations
that make a distinct change in the amino acid sequence without destroying folding. In order to
calculate this, we introduce a single random point mutation into the ancestral sequence using a
mutation matrix (Table 1) based on the previous inferences of the pattern of nucleotide
substitution (Mitchell and Graur 2004, Gojobori et al. 1982, Li et al. 1984). If the nucleotide
mutation occurs in either the start or stop codon, it is considered to be misfolded since either of
these would render the protein nonfunctional (Bloom and Glassman 2009). The protein is also
considered misfolded if the
mutation

creates

a

stop

codon within the sequence.
Additionally,
Table 1. Pattern of nucleotide substitution derived from Mitchell and Graur
(2005). This matrix of mutation probabilities is used to determine the
nucleotide that results from a point mutation both in our calculation of
evolvability and in our simulated evolution of the ancestral sequence.
Probabilities in bold are transitions, which occur more frequently than
transversions.

if

the

nucleotide mutation results
in a synonymous amino acid
mutation, it is counted as
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neutral, which contributes to the mutational robustness of the protein sequence, and not to its
evolvability. If none of these situations occur, therefore representing a realistic change in the
nucleotide sequence, the change in folding free energy (ΔΔG) at residue r from a mutation in the
ancestral a sequence to the derived d sequence is calculated using the formula:

ΔΔGrda = ΔΔGdA – ΔΔGaA

(1)

where A indicates a reference amino acid (Alanine) that was used in the ΔΔG matrix so that any
value may be calculated at any residue (Bloom and Glassman 2009). The ΔΔG values for this
study were obtained from the inferred values generated from phylogenetic analyses performed by
Bloom and Glassman (2009). After calculating the ΔΔG value for the mutation, we determine the
new stability of the derived sequence using the equation:

ΔGextra = ΔGwildtype + ΔΔG

(2)

Next, we must determine the fate of the mutated protein based upon its value of ΔGextra. Previous
studies have used a threshold value to make this decision, suggesting that if the ΔGextra value is
greater than 0, it misfolds, and if it is less than 0, it possesses enough stability to fold to a native
state (Bloom and Glassman 2009, Drummond and Wilke 2008). However, this approach is
unrealistic considering a comparable threshold does not exist in cells. Rather, a given proportion
of proteins within a cell may fold or misfold based upon the ΔGextra of the protein sequence. We
can calculate the proportion of proteins that misfold (Pmisfold) following:
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(3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.986 cal/mol/K) and T is the absolute temperature (Yang et
al. 2010). We use a temperature of 302 K to represent average cellular conditions of B. subtilis
(Huang et al. 2004). From the equation, it can be seen that the Pmisfold is heavily dependent on the
value of ΔGextra (See Figure 4). If the sequence is highly stable, a fewer proportion of proteins
will misfold; if the protein is highly unstable, a larger proportion of proteins will misfold. Using
this model, approximately half of the proteins will misfold when the ΔG value is equal to 0. We
use this property to establish a cutoff value of 0.5 for determining if the mutant sequence will
contribute toward a folded or misfolded count. If more than 50 percent of the proteins misfold,

Pmisfold

found using Equation 3, then the overall sequence is considered to misfold. If less than 50
1

percent of the proteins misfold,

0.8

the sequence is considered

0.6

viable and considered to fold.

0.4

Using this methodology, the

0.2

fate of the mutant sequence is
0
-10

-5

0

5

10

∆G (kcal/mol)

defined as folded, misfolded, or
neutral

(for

a

synonymous

mutation), and repeated 1,000
Figure 4. Proportion of proteins that misfold as a function of the ∆G
value of the sequence (Equation 3). Sequences with a more negative ∆G
are more stable and thus result in a fewer proportion of misfolded
proteins. Likewise, a more positive ∆G indicates less stability and results
in a greater proportion of misfolded proteins.

times starting from the initial
ancestral

sequence.

The

evolvability is then reported as:
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(4)

with the number of repetitions being 1,000 for our simulations.
In addition to evolvability, we also report the mutational robustness and antirobustness of
the sequence. The mutational robustness is a measure of the protein‘s robustness to mutations, or
the proportion of the random point mutations that result in a synonymous change in the amino
acid sequence. The antirobustness is measured as the proportion of proteins that result in
destruction of the protein through misfolding. These two values, along with the evolvability, sum
to one.
After calculating the evolvability of the ancestral sequence, we then simulate ―evolution‖
to reach a derived sequence that is several mutations away from the ancestral. We do not evolve
the sequence further due to the limited accuracy of the ΔΔG values provided, which are designed
to estimate a single substitution away from the ancestral sequence (Bloom and Glassman 2009).
We also control the number of mutations away from the ancestral by making the total number of
mutations a function of population size, N. For different population sizes, the strength of
selection will vary, causing a wildly different proportion of mutations to reach fixation. We set
the total number of mutations tested to be N*50 to avoid this issue. For smaller population sizes,
selection is weaker and thus allows more mutations to fix. For larger population sizes, selection
is stronger and thus less mutations fix. By making the number of mutations a function of N, we
obtain mutant sequences that are about the same number of mutations away for each population
size.
Beginning the evolution process, a nucleotide is chosen at random and mutated using the
mutation matrix found in Table 1. If the mutation occurs in a start or stop codon, or results in a
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stop codon, the sequence is assumed to be nonfunctional and thus eliminated, as would happen
by natural selection (Bloom and Glassman 2009). Otherwise, the ΔΔG value of the mutation is
calculated using Equation 1 and the ΔGextra of the new sequence is calculated using Equation 2.
Throughout the evolution of the sequence, we assume that each site in the sequence makes an
approximately additive contribution to folding free energy (Bloom and Glassman 2009).
Therefore when more than one mutation occurs in a sequence, the ΔΔG values of each mutation
can be subsequently added to the ΔGwildtype to generate the ΔGextra value of the mutated sequence.
Once the ΔGextra of the derived sequence has been found for the single mutation, the
fitness values of both the ancestral and derived sequences are calculated. Sequence fitness, w, is
defined as:
(5)

where α is the selection strength representing gene expression level, and p is the proportion of
proteins that misfold. We use a value of 0.005 for α upon considering empirical fitness cost
values of a protein that represents less than 0.1% of total cellular protein (Geiler-Samerotte et al.
2011). This is likely an underestimate of the true selection strength on a B. subtilis protein (See
Discussion).
The fitness of a protein sequence is highly dependent on p, which takes into account both
the translational error rate and the probability of error-free misfolding. In order to calculate the p
value for a particular protein, we first determine how many translational errors will occur within
the sequence. This is done through the use of a mistranslation matrix which provides the
probability of mistranslation, ε, for each of the 61 sense codons (Yang et al. 2010, Freeland and
Hurst 1998). While this particular matrix is specific to yeast, we assume it is not too different for
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the genus Bacillus, however we intend to extend our research to include mostly yeast proteins for
which this will be the most fitting. Using the mistranslation matrix, we sum the probabilities of
mistranslation for all of the 61 sense codons and use it to find an average factor, x, that would
result in the desired translational error rate, f, with the given probabilities:

∑

(6)

We use varying f values across simulations to create a sufficient representation of realistic
translational error rates as well as values surrounding the realistic range (Kramer and Farabaugh
2007, Ortego et al. 2007, Drummond and Wilke 2008). After determining the multiplication
factor x, we find the sum of the mistranslation probabilities for the codons for our sequence of
interest, ∑ε‘, and multiply the sum by x to give the expected number of errors in the sequence for
the given f value. This value is then used in a Poisson distribution to determine the actual number
of translational errors in the sequence:
(7)

where λ is the expected number of mistranslational errors (∑ε‘x), k is the actual number of
translational errors, and

is the probability that exactly k translational errors occur given

an expected number of λ errors.
Once the actual number of translational errors in the sequence has been determined, we
then simulate a mistranslation event. Each codon has a different probability of mistranslation, so
we use these probabilities to determine which residue in the sequence will be mistranslated
(Yang et al. 2010). Once a residue has been chosen, we use the mistranslation matrix to
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determine what amino acid the residue is mistranslated into. If more than one error occurs in the
sequence, we prevent it from occurring in the same residue due to the unrealistic nature of this
occurrence. After the mistranslation event has been simulated, we calculate the change in ΔG
caused by the translational error (Equations 1, 2). With the ΔGextra for the mistranslated
sequence, we find the proportion of proteins that misfold for that particular mistranslation
scenario (Equation 3). Starting from the same sequence, we simulate 1,000 translational errors to
find the mean proportion of proteins that misfold, p, due to mistranslation for a given sequence.
Additionally, it is important to note that error-free proteins can also misfold (Yang et al. 2010).
Thus, if a sequence does not have any translational errors, we still find the proportion that
misfold using Equation 3. This creates a more realistic representation of the number of misfolded
proteins for a sequence with a known ΔG value.
Using the calculated p value, we can find the fitness of a sequence. Note that both the
ancestral and derived sequences will be prone to translational errors, and so the fitnesses of both
sequences are calculated the same way, however, the difference in ΔG values and codon
composition will generate different fitness values. It should also be noted that the lowest fitness
value possible is 0.995, which would occur when all copies of the protein misfold. This
minimum value is highly dependent on the selection strength, α, which may be altered in future
simulations to represent proteins with higher or lower levels of expression. Effective selection
requires N > 1/s > 1/α = 200, so no results are expected for smaller values of N in our
simulations.
Once the ancestral and derived fitness values have been calculated, we simulate selection
to determine which sequence will prevail in the population. There are two possibilities, (i) the
derived sequence will have a low enough relative fitness that it will be eliminated from the
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population and the ancestral sequence will remain or (ii) the derived sequence will have a high
enough relative fitness that it will reach fixation within the population, thereby replacing the
ancestral sequence. In order to determine which of these two fates occurs, we find the selection
coefficient, s, for the derived sequence by normalizing the ancestral fitness to one, and using the
following equation to solve for s:

(8)

If s is equal to zero, the fitnesses of the ancestral and derived sequence are identical, with neither
having a fitness advantage over the other. In this case, the mutation is effectively neutral, and the
probability that the derived sequence replaces the ancestral sequence in the population, ρ, is
equal to 1/N, following neutral theory (Kimura 1985). If s is not equal to zero, we can then use
the Moran model to calculate ρ (Ewens 2004). Adjusting the model from diploid to haploid, the
probability of replacement, ρ, starting from a single mutant individual is defined as

(9)

where N is the population size (Ewens 2004). The probability of replacement is then used to
determine the fate of the derived protein sequence. If the derived sequence replaces the ancestral,
we then repeat the entire process with the derived as the new ancestral and the value of ΔGextra as
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the new ΔGwildtype. If the derived sequence does not replace the ancestral, we continue our
evolution with the original ancestral sequence and subject it to another mutation, and so on. Note
that the fate of each mutation is considered independently. This is repeated until the fates of
N*50 mutations have been determined.
Upon completion of the evolution, we have a derived sequence that is several mutations
away from the initial reference sequence. We then calculate the evolvability of the derived
sequence using the aforementioned methodology, reporting the evolvability as seen in Equation
4. This value can then be compared to the ancestral evolvability to determine the change
evidenced by a given translational error rate. Finally, the ―evolution‖ is repeated 1000 times in
order to obtain a mean derived evolvability value for each translational error rate.
One thing to note is that the distribution of the evolvability values was not normal,
making significance difficult to determine. In order to avoid this, we transformed the data to a
distribution that was approximately normal, obtained the mean from the transformed data, and
then untransformed the mean to find the true mean of the data. We found that evolvability was
approximately normal when transformed using the form x' = 1/x and the ΔGextra values were
approximately normal when using the form x' = log(-x). Using this method, we were able to find
the true mean evolvability and ΔGextra for the data set.

RESULTS
For each population size, N, we report the derived evolvability and ∆G endpoint values
for five different translational error rates: 5 x 10-5, 1 x 10-4, 5 x 10-4, 1 x 10-3, and 5 x 10-3. We
used a ∆Gwildtype value of -5 kcal/mol for all simulations, representing the lower bound for
average protein stabilities. Note that the ancestral evolvability will be constant across different N
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values since population size is not
A
a

factor

of

the

evolvability

calculation (See Equation 4). Also,
all simulations use a selection
strength,

α,

of

0.005

(See

Discussion for explanation) and the
sequence is evolved for N*50

B

mutations with the fate of each
mutation considered independently.
This set number of total tested
mutations results in an average of
18 to 20 total fixations and 6 to 7
C
nonsynonymous fixations in the
final derived sequence for all
simulations.
For all simulations using
the B. subtilis protein with a
∆Gwildtype of

-5,

the

ancestral

evolvability is equal to 0.171 (See
Figures 5, 7, 8). For N = 100, the
derived evolvability values for all
translational error rates drop to an
average of 0.0975 while the ∆G

Figure 5. Ancestral and derived evolvability and ∆G values for
varying translational error rates, f. (A) At N = 100, a sharp decrease
is seen in the derived evolvability from the ancestral, as well as a
less negative ∆G value, however no trend appears across f values.
(B) At N = 1000, the same result appears with a decrease from the
ancestral values but no trend across f values. (C) At N = 10000, the
evolvability decreases from the ancestral, but increases
dramatically for higher rates of mistranslation. The same pattern
occurs for ∆G values, with a highly stable derived protein at high f.
Simulations at greater N will help determine if selection against
translational errors is responsible for this increase.
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values become less negative with an average of -1.758 (Figure 5A). There is no correlation
between translational error rates and evolvabilities (r = -0.297, P = 0.628). Here we should note
that there is a significant correlation between evolvability and ∆G endpoint values (Figure 6).
Plotting the two values against each other for the data obtained from all population sizes, results
in an r of -0.9941 (P < 0.0001). Therefore, for all results, we assume the same relationship exists
between translational error rates and evolvability as between translational error rates and ∆G
values, and generally discuss only evolvability results for simplification. One further note is that
the standard error of the mean is plotted on all graphs for each data point, but in most cases, is
too small to be seen. This analysis is performed to ensure that our results are significant and that
the intervals for a given data point do not overlap with others when we are assessing
relationships. However, as will be seen, an apparent relationship only occurs in one instance and
the confidence intervals are not at risk of overlapping. Therefore, we can be sure that our results
are reliable.
For N = 1000, we also see a drop in
evolvability from the ancestral 0.171 to an
average of 0.112 while the ∆G value became
less negative with an average of -2.719
(Figure 5B). Again, no correlation was seen
between translational errors and evolvability
(r = -0.572, P = 0.314). These results are very
similar to N = 100, suggesting that both
population sizes are considerably small.
For N = 10000, we see an initial

Figure 6. Evolvability against derived ∆G values. A
significant
correlation exists
between the
evolvability and stability of a sequence (r = -0.9941,
P < 0.0001). This suggests stability may play a role
in determining evolvability and may be what
selection acts to maximize.
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decrease in the evolvability from the ancestral of 0.171 to a value of 0.147(Figure 5C). This
shows a considerably smaller initial decrease in evolvability than the other population sizes.
Furthermore, as the rate of translational errors increases, the evolvability also increases gradually
for f values leading up to a rate of 1 x 10-3 (log10(f) = -3). At the greatest rate of mistranslation,
the evolvability increases dramatically to a value of 0.241 with a derived ∆G value of -8.745.
This parameter set represents the only instance in our study where the evolvability increases
above the ancestral. Further simulations will be performed to determine the nature of this
increase, whether it is gradual or if it occurs at a threshold value of f.
In addition to evolvability, we also report the mutational robustness (proportion of
proteins that result in a synonymous change after a single point mutation) and antirobustness
(proportion of proteins that result in a misfolded protein). As a reminder, the evolvability,
mutational robustness and antirobustness sum to one since they are measurements of the

A

C

B

Figure 7. Evolvability, mutational robustness, and
antirobustness measurements for varying translational
error rates, f. (A, B) For smaller population sizes, a
decrease in evolvability is compensated by an
increase in antirobustness, indicating most mutations
cause the protein to misfold. (C) For N = 10000,
antirobustness increases for low f, but decreases when
the evolvability increases for log10(f) = -2.3.
Mutational robustness stays constant across all
simulations suggesting a consistent neutral network.
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proportion of total proteins tested. For N = 100, the evolvability decreases at all translational
error rates, the mutational robustness stays relatively the same, and the antirobustness increases
(Figure 7A). This suggests that the evolution results in a protein that is less tolerant to mutations.
For N = 1000, the same pattern applies; there is a decrease in evolvability, an increase in
antirobustness, and no apparent change in mutational robustness (Figure 7B). Finally, for N =
10000, we see the same trend for low translational error rates, although the magnitude of
increase in antirobustness is less than the other values of N (Figure 7C). For the highest f, the
evolvability increases dramatically and the antirobustness decreases beyond the ancestral
measurement. Again, the mutational robustness remains relatively unchanged for all error rates.
This suggests that selection is not acting to expand the neutral network of the protein.
In order to better visualize the effects that population size has on the results, we plotted
the evolvability values for N = 100, N = 1000, and N = 10000 (Figure 8). For all population sizes,
the initial evolvability decreases for low translational error rates. However, we can see that
population size does affect the
magnitude at which this decrease
occurs. For smaller population
sizes (N = 100), the decrease is
greater, resulting in a change of
0.0744 while N = 1000 shows an
initial decrease of 0.0585. For the
Figure 8. Evolvability values for varying translational error rates, f,
for different values of population size, N. As population size
increases, the evolvability also increases, although no trend across f
values is seen until N=10000. For this large population size, high
rates of translational errors (log10(f) = -2.3) result in a drastic
increase in evolvability which is not seen for smaller N values.

larger

population

size

(N

=

10000), the decrease is only by
0.0240. This shows that N has an
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important effect on the initial magnitude of evolvability. Additionally, this plot allows us to more
clearly see the lack of increase in evolvability for higher translational error rates in N = 100,
1000, but a dramatic increase when N = 10000.
In order to determine the effects of protein length on the evolvability, we ran the
simulation using a hypothetical protein of the B. subtilis cold shock protein doubled (See
Supplementary Data 2). For a protein of this length (L = 135), the ancestral evolvability was
0.160 with a ∆Gwildtype of -5, showing a decrease from the 0.171 value for the shorter protein
length (Figure 9). Due to time constraints, simulations were only run using a translational error
rate of 5 x 10-5, the lowest error rate used in this study. For these parameters, we see that the
shorter protein has a higher evolvability at all population sizes. We also see that the difference
between the evolvability values becomes greater with increasing N. We intend to run this
simulation with greater translational error rates to determine which protein has the greater
evolvability when selection against mistranslation is very high.
While further simulations
are

required

to

make

any

definitive statements about the
effect

of

translational

selection
errors

against
on

evolvability, there are several
preliminary conclusions we can
draw from these results.

Figure 9. Evolvability values for proteins of different lengths (L = 68,
135) for varying population sizes, N, for a translational error rate of 5
x 10-5. At this low error rate, the shorter protein has a higher
evolvability for all population sizes. Future simulations at higher error
rates will determine if this relationship holds true, or if stronger
selection in the longer protein will drive the evolvability higher.
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DISCUSSION
An analysis of our preliminary results shows promise for future simulations. One
important realization is the dependence of our results on the population size, N. For very small
population sizes (N = 100), we do not see any change in evolvability across varying translational
error rates (Figures 5A, 7A). This, however, is not surprising seeing as how little selection is
acting within a population of such a small, and rather unrealistic, size. For a slightly larger
population size (N = 1000), we again do not see any change across different translational error
rates, but we do see a slight increase in evolvability measurements from N = 100 (0.112, 0.0975)
(Figures 5B, 8). This increase is suggestive of a slightly stronger force of selection acting on the
population, requiring slightly more stable variants to reach fixation. However, while this can tell
us something about the general trend of evolvabilities across population sizes, it fails to give us
any indication of a relationship with varying translational error rates. When we look at the larger
population size (N = 10,000), we see that the initial decrease in evolvability occurs, but the
evolvability then increases as the translational error rate increases (Figure 5C). Interestingly, at a
translational error rate of 5 x 10-3, we see a dramatic increase in evolvability to 0.241 which is
considerably greater than the ancestral evolvability of 0.171. This increase comes at the highest
mistranslation rate used in this study which prompts further questions. Would this increase
continue at even higher f values? Does the current increase happen gradually, or is there a
threshold translational error rate that results in such a dramatic jump? Further simulations will
help us to answer these questions. However, what we can surmise from these results is that
evolvability does increase past the ancestral when both the population size and translational error
rate are high enough.
While the smaller population sizes do not evidence a trend across translational errors, it is
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interesting to see where the results for N = 10,000 fall into realistic rates of mistranslation. The
exact translational error rate of B. subtilis has not yet been empirically measured; instead it has
been estimated that on average, organisms have an error rate of between 2 x 10-4 and 3.6 x 10-3
per codon (Kramer and Farabaugh 2007) with an average rate of about 4 x 10-4 (Kramer and
Farabaugh 2007, Parker 1989, Drummond and Wilke 2008). Unfortunately, the upper bound of
this realistic range does not encompass the value where our most interesting result occurs (5 x
10-3). With this, it becomes even more crucial to explore what happens to evolvability at the
values between our highest two data points. Assessing the behavior of evolvability in this range
would allow us to determine whether a result is seen at realistic error rates, thus potentially
supporting the ability of this phenomenon to take place within a true cell. This also raises the
importance of running simulations at higher population sizes to see if an increase in evolvability
occurs at lower rates of mistranslation with an increased value of N.
For our model, we would expect to see an initial decrease in evolvability from the
ancestral value at very low translational error rates. This is because we assume that selection has
driven current rates of mistranslation to their present value over the organism‘s evolution. When
translational error rates are low, the protein does not need to be exceptionally stable in order to
tolerate the incorporation of the incorrect amino acid. However, as translational error rates
increase, higher stability will be required to tolerate the greater number of misincorporations that
occur. The ancestral sequence represents a given protein stability and evolvability (-5, 0.171).
Proteins subjected to low translational error rates will decrease in stability because there is no
need to maintain a highly negative ∆G value. However, as the rate of translational errors
increases, we would expect selection to drive the ∆G value down in order to give the protein
more stability to cope with the potentially destabilizing events of mistranslation. When looking
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at realistic values of translational errors, we expect these to be relatively similar to the ancestral
sequence since selection has driven the stability of the sequence to its current ∆G value. We use
the lower bound of protein stability in order to adhere to the suggestion that selection does not
directly favor high stability in the face of strongly destabilizing mutations, which ultimately
causes stability to drift toward the minimum requirement (Bloom et al. 2006). However, when a
factor such as increased translational errors exists, it can change the dynamics of protein stability
and instead cause selection to favor greater stability. With our prediction, we can also assume
that as evolution is still happening, it can lead to higher levels of translational errors, and in
response result in greater protein stability, and hence greater evolvability. Thus, ultimately, we
expect to see an initial decrease in evolvability, followed by an increase to ancestral values for
realistic translational error rates, and then an increase in evolvability past the ancestral values for
translational error rates that are greater than realistic values. We see this beginning to happen for
the N = 10000 simulation, where evolvability measurements decrease from the ancestral value at
low translational error rates, and then gradually increase as error rates increase (Figure 5C). At
the realistic error rate of 1 x 10-3, we see an evolvability value of 0.155 which is fairly similar to
the ancestral of 0.171. As the translational error rate extends beyond realistic values, we see a
considerable increase in the evolvability and ∆G values. Here it is interesting to note that the rate
of translational errors may be limited to avoid this dramatic increase in stability. Studies have
suggested that an upper bound of stability exists because cells incur a fitness cost when the
stability is beyond this value (DePristo et al. 2005). Therefore, mechanisms may be set in place
to avoid real organisms from evolving higher translational error rates that would, in turn, cause
increased stability beyond a reasonable value to cope with the increased number of errors. This,
however, should be further researched to determine if such selective pressures exist.
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In addition to measuring the evolvability of the sequence, we also measured its
mutational robustness and antirobustness. The former is a measure of how many random point
mutations resulted in a synonymous change while the latter measures how many point mutations
cause the sequence to misfold (See Methods). Our results show that when the evolvability of a
sequence decreases, the antirobustness increases while the mutational robustness stays the same
(Figure 7). Furthermore, when the evolvability increases, the antirobustness decreases and the
mutational robustness still remains the same. These results suggest several things. First, when a
protein evolves under low rates of mistranslation, the resulting protein is less tolerant to random
point mutations. Second, the constancy of the mutational robustness suggests that the neutral
network of the protein remains the same even after a given period of evolution. A neutral
network (Figure 10) is essentially a network of mutually neutral genotypes, connected by single
mutational steps (van Nimwegen et al. 1999). Previous studies have shown that populations tend
to move toward highly connected parts of the network to increase their robustness against

Figure 10. The neutral network as explored during evolution by a highly robust population, courtesy of Wagner
(2008b). Grey circles represent individual genotypes that are mutually neutral and a straight line connects two
genotypes if a single point mutation allows one to reach the other. The population (composed of blue individual
circles) evolves along the neutral network and spreads out rapidly because fewer deleterious mutations occur in
the population. Our results show that instead of expanding across the neutral network, the number of neutral
neighbors remains constant across evolution.
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mutations, but this happens primarily under neutral evolution (van Nimwegen et al. 1999). This
concept is not entirely applicable to proteins considering the neutral network of an amino acid
sequence is highly subject to the genetic code. A protein can increase its mutational robustness
by increasing the number of preferred synonymous codons used in its sequence. Thus when a
mutation occurs, it is more likely to be synonymous and administer no change to the protein
sequence. Since our evolution is not neutral, it could be that instead of exploring the neutral
network as seen in Figure 10, the protein is instead exploring the genotypes that arise when a
beneficial mutation arises. These beneficial mutations, in the form of increased stability (more
negative ∆G values), cause the protein to move to a different part of the fitness landscape where
the number of neutral neighbors is approximately the same. While this assumption may not
necessarily be true, it is clear that the nature of the evolution does not result in an increased level
of mutational robustness.
This result is even more interesting when we consider what drives our main result, or the
increase of evolvability for N = 10000 when f = 5 x 10-3 (Figure 5C). While the ∆G value is
undoubtedly important, evidenced by the strong correlation between ∆G and evolvability (Figure
6), the possibility of codon bias also leading to this result should not be ruled out. It may be that
the mutations that reach fixation are those that result in a similar amino acid upon a single point
mutation (different from a preferred synonymous codon which would result in the same amino
acid upon mutation). By ―similar‖, we mean an amino acid that is similar in size, shape, charge,
or other biochemical characteristics, such as hydrophobicity. In order to explore this, we plan to
run future tests to determine how much codon bias and thermostability each contribute to our
result. To do this, we intend to take the derived sequence and set its ∆G value to the ancestral ∆G
value. Next, we will calculate the evolvability of the derived sequence using this artificial ∆G
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value. If the evolvability of the sequence is the same as the ancestral, we can assume that our
results are due to protein stability. If, however, the evolvability increases dramatically, we can
assume our result is due to codon bias. If the evolvability increases to an intermediate value
between the ancestral and originally measured derived value, we can assume codon bias is a
partial explanation to our result. This test is crucial to understanding what selection is acting
upon to increase evolvability.
In order to further elucidate the relationship between selection against translational error
rates and evolvability, we plan to examine even larger population sizes (N = 100,000). Our
results show an increase in the strength of selection across population sizes, and therefore we
would expect even stronger results at larger N values. It would also be interesting to know if
there is a limit to how high evolvability can be driven with the given translational error rates.
This possible maximum value will help us to understand evolvability and the constraints that
may limit its evolution. Additionally, as previously mentioned, we hope to examine more
translational error rates within the realistic range, rather than the two values we currently use that
fall within this (5 x 10-4, 1 x 10-3). In the case of N = 10,000, this will allow us to determine if
there is a threshold rate at which evolvability suddenly increases, or whether it is a gradual
increase to the higher value seen.
When we consider our model, it is interesting to examine whether the number of actual
fixations that occur in the simulated evolution has any correlation with the resulting stability of
the protein. By plotting the derived ∆G values against the mean number of fixations at the
evolution endpoint, we can see a potential relationship (Figure 11). It seems as though the ∆G
value becomes less stable with an increased number of fixations. Additionally, this correlation is
significant for both the mean number of total fixations (r = 0.8203) and the mean number of
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nonsynonymous fixations (r = 0.8307).
This pattern makes sense when we consider the context of each data point. When
translation error rates are low, proteins are less constrained by low stability. If a mutation is
slightly destabilizing, it can still reach fixation because translational errors will not dramatically
decrease the protein‘s fitness. However, when

A

translational error rates are high, as we know the
case to be for the data point with the highest
stability in Figure 11 (-8.745), proteins cannot
afford to be marginally stable. Thus, as evolution
proceeds, only those mutations that increase the
protein‘s stability to a certain value will reach
fixation. The end result of this process is (i) a

B

more stable protein fewer fixations away from the
ancestral protein, or (ii) a less stable protein that
is more fixations away from the ancestral protein.
We should note that we control the number of
total tested mutations (N*50) to obtain a sequence
that is 6 to 7 nonsynonymous fixations away
(Figure 11B). However, this results in a sequence
that is about 18 to 20 total fixations away. Due to
the constraints of our ∆∆G matrix, which is
inferred for only a single point mutation from the
initial sequence, it may be more realistic to

Figure 11. Mean number of fixations for varying
translational error rates, f, for all population sizes. A
strong correlation exists between increasing ∆G
value and both the total number of mean fixations
(A) (r = 0.8203) and the number of mean
nonsynonymous fixations (B) (r = 0.8307). A
stronger relationship exists between ∆G and
nonsynonymous fixations suggesting that fewer ∆Gchanging fixations preserve the stability of a
sequence.
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constrain the total number of fixations to be about 6 to 7 away. However, this runs the risk of
only synonymous mutations fixing which would not change the ∆G value, and may not be far
enough away to tell us enough about how evolvability changes. One thing to note, however, is
that even though a synonymous mutation does not change the ∆G value, it can drastically change
the process of translation (Gingold and Pilpel 2011). Different codons will have different
probabilities of mistranslation and so a synonymous change to an alternate codon may change
the fitness value in the calculation of p (See Methods). Additionally, synonymous mutations
have been suggested to lay the groundwork for future evolutionary change (Wagner 2008b) and
thus their role may be crucial. These facts should be considered in future simulations if we
decide to more strictly monitor the number of fixations acquired in the derived sequence.
One important point to note for our study is that we use a very short protein (L = 68). The
average protein length in B. subtilis is 256 amino acids, while the average length in yeast is 379
amino acids (Brocchieri and Karlin 2005). By default, longer proteins accumulate more
translational errors (Drummond and Wilke 2008), which suggests that the protein used in this
simulation is not an accurate representation of how translational errors may affect the average
protein. With a longer protein comes a greater chance of errors, and thus a higher selective
pressure to increase stability or decrease errors. Therefore we might see a greater increase in
evolvability with an increase in translational errors if we use longer proteins. In order to explore
this concept on a basic level, we doubled the B. subtilis cold shock protein sequence and
simulated evolution on this hypothetical protein with L = 135. Even though this protein would
not be feasible in reality, it gives us a basic control to examine how an increase in the number of
translational errors for a given sequence could affect our results. Preliminary simulations show
that the ancestral evolvability for the longer protein decreases to 0.160 (Figure 9). Due to time
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constraints, we were only able to simulate a translational error rate of 5 x 10-5. Naturally, the
results generated from this limited study should not be seriously considered since other
translational error rates are required to understand the larger picture of how selection will act on
varying rates. Also, our previous simulations did not produce significant results across
population sizes for this translational error rate (Figure 8), and thus it is likely that we would
only see a significant result at higher rates. Nevertheless, we do see that the shorter protein has a
great evolvability at all population sizes. This is reasonable considering that the longer protein
will accumulate more errors, but at such a low error rate, selection will not be considerably
strong to prevent these errors. Therefore the stability of the longer protein will be slightly lower,
accompanied by a lower evolvability. However, this limited study does not permit us to observe
what would happen at higher rates of mistranslation. We would predict that at higher error rates,
selection would be much stronger against translational errors due to their increased frequency.
Thus it would be more crucial for the longer protein to have protection against these potentially
destabilizing translational errors. Therefore, even though the shorter protein has a higher
evolvability at the lowest error rates, we predict that the longer protein will have the greater
evolvability at higher error rates.
In order to further, and more realistically, explore the concept of protein length, we have
the option to obtain additional ∆∆G data from Dr. Jesse Bloom. However, he can provide data
for only two other proteins, Escherichia coli ribonuclease with L = 156 and E. coli thioredoxin
with L = 109 (Bloom and Glassman 2009). While these are longer than our current protein, they
still do not reach the mark for the average protein length. With this, we intend to switch study to
yeast and use a different source of ∆∆G data that would allow us to use both longer proteins and
a much larger subset of proteins to study. Many species of yeast have been thoroughly
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documented, giving us a larger pool of resources for improving our simulations. While the
translational error rate for B. subtilis has not yet been predicted, the error rate for yeast has been
estimated as 5 x 10-4 (Stansfield et al. 1998) which gives us a more specific value for comparison
to a real organism. Furthermore, by studying a multitude of proteins with different lengths, we
will be able to better understand the extent to which protein length can affect evolvability with
selection acting against mistranslation. We will be able to determine whether there is a threshold
evolvability value for when protein length no longer matters, or whether there is a strong
continuous correlation between the two.
When considering alternate sources of ∆∆G data, we must remember that the values we
use were phylogenetically inferred for a small subset of proteins (Bloom and Glassman 2009).
The limited number of proteins this data is available for puts some constraints on our ability to
test a variety of proteins and further explore the concept of evolvability as well as the
consistency of our results. Additionally, the methods used to infer the ∆∆G values failed to
consider biochemical or physical properties of the protein, and instead depended on previous
changes made. This also raises the question of how well these values will hold for future
changes. As a solution to this, we propose the use of the support vector machine (SVM)-based
software, I-Mutant2.0 (Capriotti et al. 2005). The I-Mutant2.0 software was trained on a data set
derived from ProTherm (Bava et al. 2004), and is capable of predicting the ∆∆G values for any
protein given its sequence or structure. The software has been shown to accurately predict 77
percent of values given the sequence, and 80 percent of values given the structure (Capriotti et
al. 2005), although further studies have shown that these estimates may be a little high (Potapov
et al. 2009). Still, it has been successfully used in many studies (Yang et al. 2010, Masso and
Vaisman 2008, Tokuriki and Tawfik 2009) and would give us the ability to test a wide variety of
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different proteins. Due to the use of a yeast mistranslation matrix, we plan to find a large set of
yeast proteins whose structures are known and use these for future simulations. Additionally, we
can use the I-Mutant2.0 software to obtain results for the B. subtilis protein for comparison to the
results generated using Dr. Bloom‘s data. Similar results could further support the relationships
seen in our results while different results could highlight the differences between how the ∆∆G
values were derived. We will also look into using CUPSAT (Cologne University Protein
Stability Analysis Tool) which predicts ∆∆G values based off of structure alone, but claims to
have >80 percent prediction accuracy (Parthiban et al. 2006). With this in mind, it is important
for us to document the number of yeast proteins whose structures are known. While it is possible
for us to use proteins from other organisms, yeast would give us the most accurate results
considering our yeast-based mistranslation matrix. One thing to note is that with all of these
sources, the ∆∆G value predicted is only for a single mutation away from the initial reference
sequence. Therefore, regardless of what method we use, we will still need to constrain evolution
to obtain a mutant that is a few mutations away from the ancestral sequence in order to still retain
viable ∆∆G values.
Several other aspects can be considered for future simulations, such as tRNA abundances,
gene expression levels, and compensatory mutations. It has been shown that the abundance of
individual tRNA molecules is extremely important in determining translational errors
considering the rate depends on competition between cognate and near-cognate tRNAs for a
given codon (Kramer and Farabaugh 2007). In fact, studies in Escherichia coli have shown that
the frequency of mistranslation decreases ninefold when the same amino acid is translated by a
codon corresponding to an abundant tRNA than one with low abundance (Precup and Parker
1987). Additionally, the levels of tRNAs can vary among species, resulting in no single
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generalization of how abundances might relate to translational errors. While studies have been
performed that examine codon usage and quantify tRNAs in B. subtilis (Kanaya et al. 1999), this
does not necessarily help us determine how different tRNAs compete with one another.
However, more thorough studies have been performed for tRNAs in yeast, giving us further
motivation to use this model organism. For yeast, it has been shown that codon usage varies with
gene expression: highly expressed genes use codons that correspond to more abundant tRNAs
than lowly expressed genes (Sharp et al. 1986). Additionally, a distinct relationship has been
drawn between overall amino acid composition and tRNA gene copy number, suggesting that
gene copy number is an important factor of translational selection (Percudani et al. 1997). While
we use a mistranslation matrix that has been derived specifically for yeast, it may be beneficial to
further consider tRNA abundances and how they might affect mistranslation. In addition to this
is the observation that the rates of mistranslation are variable in cells and not set to a fixed rate
(Reynolds et al. 2010). While more studies are needed to obtain quantitative data, this fact
should be considered as we develop our simulations to more realistically represent real-world
processes. One possible option is to use the tRNA Adaptation index, tAI (Reis et al. 2004),
which estimates the translational efficiency of a protein based on the cellular availability of
tRNAs. In this, the tRNA gene copy number is used as a proxy for tRNA abundance levels
which has been empirically supported (Kanaya et al. 1999, Gingold and Pilpel 2011). The tAI
measure, available for several yeast species, would enable us to easily implement tRNA
abundance levels into our calculation of translational errors.
Another avenue for future study is the consideration of gene expression level. It has been
shown that protein expression level is the strongest predictor of evolutionary rate (Pal et al.
2006, Yang et al. 2010, Drummond et al. 2006). Additionally, it has been shown that highly
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expressed genes are more dependent on the tRNA content of the cell and tend to have a strong
bias of codon usage (Kanaya et al. 1999). This bias could alter our results which are driven
primarily by protein stability and only marginally by codon bias, as was seen by the lack of
change in the evolved protein‘s mutational robustness (Figure 7), but which will be further
tested. With this, it seems clear that we should consider expression level in a study that simulates
molecular evolution. Our current results use an estimate for the selection strength, α, or gene
expression level, based off of previous empirical studies (Geiler-Samerotte et al. 2011). This
estimate was found under the assumption that the single protein we are examining comprises
only 0.017 percent of total cellular proteins. This percent was found using the estimate of 6000
total genes in yeast (Mewes et al. 1997, Goffeau et al. 1996), which is our future organism of
study. While B. subtilis actually has about 4100 protein-coding genes (Kunst et al. 1997),
making a single gene comprise 0.024 percent of total cellular proteins, this difference is
negligible in the face of the selection strength with α = 0.005 for yeast and α = 0.007 for B.
subtilis. Thus, the results in our study represent an underestimate of the actual effects that could
be seen in the true organism. For future studies, we plan to use the SGD (Saccharomyces
Genome Database – available at www.yeastgenome.org/) to identify the exact expression level
for the yeast proteins used in our study and calculate the corresponding selection strength, α.
This will allow us to generate more realistic results and explore the relationship between
expression level and selection against translational errors and its potential effects on evolvability.
One thing to consider for our model is that is does not take into account the possibility of
compensatory mutations. The ∆∆G values used in this study are accurate only for a single
substitution away from the initial reference strain (Bloom and Glassman 2009). However, our
model takes the evolved protein several nonsynonymous mutations away from the ancestral
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sequence. It is uncertain how many mutations away we can go before the ∆∆G values are not
accurate enough. Additionally, even though we use an additive model for changes in the free
energy, it is possible that after one translational error, a second can occur that will compensate
the first. This could be due to changes in the biochemical properties and solvation interactions of
the amino acid side chains (Dill et al. 2008). It has been shown that compensatory mutations are
not a non-negligible factor, with studies estimating that there may be as many as 10 to 12
potential compensatory mutations for each deleterious amino acid substitution (Pal et al. 2005,
Poon et al. 2005). This suggests that a deleterious translational error may be compensated by
another translational error, but would not truly be accounted for in our current model. While
compensatory amino acid misincorporations have not truly been investigated, it is a factor that
should be considered when applying the results of our study.
We should note that our study focuses on selection acting against mistranslation since
translational errors can induce destabilizing changes and cause a protein to misfold. However,
there has been evidence that mistranslation may incur some benefits to cells and therefore may
not necessarily be selected against in real-world situations. While this does not alter our results,
since we are examining a condition in which translational errors directly, and predominately
adversely, affect the fitness of a protein sequence, it is still interesting to note. Some species of
Mycoplasma have lost several translation proofreading pathways, resulting in increased
translational error rates and suggesting that maintaining these functions is not absolutely
necessary (Reynolds et al. 2010). Additional studies have shown that when high
misincorporation rates of Leu occur in Candida albicans, they are better able to withstand
challenges from toxic agents by inducing general stress responses (Santos et al. 1999).
Furthermore, mistranslation increases during the immune response in mammalian cells, and has
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been shown to act as a mechanism to protect cells from oxidative stress (Netzer et al. 2009).
While the details of these interactions still need to be explained, it is nonetheless interesting that
translational errors may not exclusively be selected against in cells.
While it is clear that our model requires some further adjustments before we can produce
realistic results, the preliminary findings in this study are nevertheless intriguing. We find that
selection against translational errors can have an effect on evolvability, yet only when both the
population size and error rate are sufficiently high. At lower rates of mistranslation and smaller
population sizes, we see a decrease in evolvability, but no pattern across error rates.
Additionally, we find that in all cases of evolution, the mutational robustness of the protein did
not change, suggesting that the protein is not maximizing its use of synonymous codons and is
remaining in a position with the same number of neutral neighbors in the context of the neutral
network. We also find that the length of the protein is significant and suggest a relationship
between protein length and selection that will drive evolvability up. Further studies and
considerations are required to further elucidate these relationships, however, it is clear that
evolvability is an important concept and will be a building block for the proposed EES.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Supplementary Data 1: Bacillus subtilis nucleotide sequence (L = 68).
ATGTTAGAAGGTAAAGTAAAATGGTTCAACTCTGAAAAAGGTTTCGGATTCATCGA
AGTAGAAGGTCAAGACGATGTATTCGTTCATTTCTCTGCTATTCAAGGCGAAGGCTT
CAAAACTTTAGAAGAAGGCCAAGCTGTTTCTTTTGAAATCGTTGAAGGAAACCGCG
GACCACAAGCTGCTAACGTTACTAAAGAAGCGTAA

Supplementary Data 2: B. subtilis theoretical nucleotide sequence, doubled from its original
sequence length and used in simulations to represent a protein of L = 135.
ATGTTAGAAGGTAAAGTAAAATGGTTCAACTCTGAAAAAGGTTTCGGATTCATCGA
AGTAGAAGGTCAAGACGATGTATTCGTTCATTTCTCTGCTATTCAAGGCGAAGGCTT
CAAAACTTTAGAAGAAGGCCAAGCTGTTTCTTTTGAAATCGTTGAAGGAAACCGCG
GACCACAAGCTGCTAACGTTACTAAAGAAGCGATGTTAGAAGGTAAAGTAAAATGG
TTCAACTCTGAAAAAGGTTTCGGATTCATCGAAGTAGAAGGTCAAGACGATGTATTC
GTTCATTTCTCTGCTATTCAAGGCGAAGGCTTCAAAACTTTAGAAGAAGGCCAAGCT
GTTTCTTTTGAAATCGTTGAAGGAAACCGCGGACCACAAGCTGCTAACGTTACTAAA
GAAGCGTAA

Supplementary Data 3: C programming code used for all simulations. Please contact
corresponding author at kmpeck@email.arizona.edu for text files needed to run complete code or
for further discussion.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
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#define LENGTH 68
#define N 10000
#define I 4
#define K 4
#define AA 20
#define AAM 21
#define COD 61
#define SEED -2.0
#define IA 16807
#define IM 2147483647
#define AM (1.0/IM)
#define IQ 127773
#define IR 2836
#define NTAB 32
#define NDIV (1+(IM-1)/NTAB)
#define EPS 1.2e-7
#define RNMX (1.0-EPS)
#define PI 3.141592654
#define A 1
#define T 302
#define BCONST 1.986
float ran1(long *seed);
void getnucleotidesequence(int *sequence);
void mutationmatrix(float mutation[I][K]);
void createrandommutation(int *errorsequence, float mutation[I][K], long *pnumber);
int geneticcode(int *sequence, int mutatedresidue);
void makeddGarray(float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA]);
float calculateddGvalue(int mutatedresidue, int derivedaminoacid, int ancestralaminoacid, float
ddG[LENGTH-1][AA]);
float gammln(float xx);
float poidev (float xm, long *seed);
float calculateVariance(float data[], int numrep);
float calculateMean(float data[], int numrep);
double calculate_p(int *sequence, float dG_wildtype, float f, float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA], float
mistrans[COD][AAM], float codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX, long *pnumber);
double sigmoid(double ddG);
void codonprobmatrix (float codonprobs[COD][2]);
float sumofprobabilities (int *sequence, float codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX);
int mistranslatedcodon (int *sequence, float codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX, float
codonsum, long *pnumber);
void mistranslationmatrix(float mistrans[COD][AAM]);
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int translationalerror(float mistrans[COD][AAM], float codon, long *pnumber);
double calculatesequencefitness(float ddG_mutation, int *sequence, float dG_wildtype, float
alpha, float f, float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA], float mistrans[COD][AAM], float
codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX, long *pnumber);
double calculateselection(double ancestralfitness, double derivedfitness);
void calculateevolvability (int *fixedsequence, float dG_wildtype, float *evolvability, float
*mutationalrobustness, float mutation[I][K], float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA], long
*pnumber);

int main()
{
int sequence[3*LENGTH];
int a_sequence[3*LENGTH];
float mutation[I][K];
float ddGarray[LENGTH-1][AA];
float mistrans[COD][AAM];
float codonprobs[COD][2];
int x, i, j, k;
int a_aminoacid, d_aminoacid, mutatednuc, orig_nuc, mutatedresidue, synonymous;
float ddGvalue, evolvability, mutationalrobustness, randomnumber;
float a_evolvability, a_mutationalrobustness;
double a_fitness, d_fitness, probability;
long number = SEED;
int numrep = 100;
int mutations = (N*50);
float dG_wildtype = -5.0;
float f;
float alpha = 0.005;
float mistransprob_mean = .000708;
float mistransprobX;
float meanevolvability = 0.0;
float meanmutationalrobustness = 0.0;
float meanantirobustness = 0.0;
float dGcount = 0.0;
float meanfixations = 0.0;
int fixations = 0;
int nonsynonymous = 0;
int numrepcheck = 0;
float evolvabilityData[numrep];
float dGData[numrep];
float testEvolvabilityData[numrep];
float evolvabilityVariance = 0.0;
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float dGVariance = 0.0;
float testEvolvabilityVariance = 0.0;
float standardErrorOfTheMeanForEvolvability = 0.0;
float standardErrorOfTheMeanForDG = 0.0;
float dGLowerConfidence = 0.0;
float dGUpperConfidence = 0.0;
float evolvabilityUpperConfidence = 0.0;
float evolvabilityLowerConfidence = 0.0;
float transformedEvolvabilityUpperConfidence = 0.0;
float transformedEvolvabilityLowerConfidence = 0.0;
float transformeddGLowerConfidence = 0.0;
float transformeddGUpperConfidence = 0.0;
float meanOfdGData = 0.0;
float meanOfEvolvabilityData = 0.0;
FILE *outputfile;
outputfile = fopen("Data Output.txt", "w‖);
if (outputfile==NULL)
{
puts("Error creating file");
return(1);
}
fprintf(outputfile, "\nN: %d\ndG_wildtype: %f\nalpha: %f\nSeed: %f\nall numreps:
%d\nmutations: %d\n", N, dG_wildtype, alpha, SEED, numrep, mutations);
mutationmatrix(mutation);
makeddGarray(ddGarray);
mistranslationmatrix(mistrans);
codonprobmatrix(codonprobs);
getnucleotidesequence(sequence);
calculateevolvability(sequence, dG_wildtype, &a_evolvability, &a_mutationalrobustness,
mutation, ddGarray, &number);
fprintf(outputfile, "\nAncestral sequence evolvability: %f\nAncestral sequence mutational
robustness: %f\nAncestral sequence protein robustness: %f\n", a_evolvability,
a_mutationalrobustness, (1-a_evolvability-a_mutationalrobustness));
fflush(stdout);
f = 0.00005;
for (k=0; k<5; k++)
{
if (k==1 || k==3){
f = 2*f;}
else if (k==2 || k==4){
f = 5*f;}
fprintf(outputfile, "\nf value: %f\n", f);
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fixations = 0;
numrepcheck = 0;
synonymous = 0;
nonsynonymous = 0;
dGcount = 0;
meanevolvability = 0;
meanmutationalrobustness = 0;
evolvabilityVariance = 0;
dGVariance = 0;
testEvolvabilityVariance = 0;
mistransprobX = (f/mistransprob_mean);
for (i=0; i<numrep; i++)
{
for (x=0; x<3*LENGTH; x++)
{
a_sequence[x] = sequence[x];
}
a_fitness = calculatesequencefitness(0, a_sequence, dG_wildtype, alpha, f, ddGarray,
mistrans, codonprobs, mistransprobX, &number);
dG_wildtype = -5.0;
for (j=0; j<mutations; j++)
{
mutatednuc = floor(ran1(&number)*(3*LENGTH));
mutatedresidue = floor(mutatednuc/3);
orig_nuc = a_sequence[mutatednuc];
a_aminoacid = geneticcode(a_sequence, mutatedresidue);
if (a_aminoacid == 20 || a_aminoacid == 9)
{
continue;
}
createrandommutation(&a_sequence[mutatednuc], mutation, &number);
d_aminoacid = geneticcode(a_sequence, mutatedresidue);
if (d_aminoacid == 20)
{
a_sequence[mutatednuc] = orig_nuc;
continue;
}
else
{
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ddGvalue = calculateddGvalue (mutatedresidue, d_aminoacid, a_aminoacid,
ddGarray);
d_fitness = calculatesequencefitness(ddGvalue, a_sequence, dG_wildtype, alpha, f,
ddGarray, mistrans, codonprobs, mistransprobX, &number);
if (d_fitness == 0.0)
{
a_sequence[mutatednuc] = orig_nuc;
continue;
}
else
{
probability = calculateselection(a_fitness, d_fitness);
randomnumber = ran1(&number);
if ((double)randomnumber > probability)
{
a_sequence[mutatednuc] = orig_nuc;
continue;
}
else
{
fixations++;
if (d_aminoacid == a_aminoacid)
{
synonymous++;
}
else
{
nonsynonymous++;
}
a_fitness = d_fitness;
dG_wildtype = dG_wildtype + ddGvalue;
}
}
}
}
calculateevolvability(a_sequence, dG_wildtype, &evolvability, &mutationalrobustness,
mutation, ddGarray, &number);
if (dG_wildtype > 0)
{
dGData[i] = log10(dG_wildtype);
}
else
{
dGData[i] = log10(-dG_wildtype);
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}
if (evolvability == 0)
{
evolvabilityData[i] = 0;
}
else
{
evolvabilityData[i] = (1/evolvability);
}
meanmutationalrobustness = meanmutationalrobustness + mutationalrobustness;
numrepcheck++;
}
meanmutationalrobustness = (meanmutationalrobustness/(float) numrep);
meanantirobustness = (1.0 - meanevolvability - meanmutationalrobustness);
evolvabilityVariance = calculateVariance(evolvabilityData, numrep);
dGVariance = calculateVariance(dGData, numrep);
meanOfdGData = calculateMean(dGData, numrep);
meanOfEvolvabilityData = calculateMean(evolvabilityData, numrep);
meanevolvability = (1/meanOfEvolvabilityData);
dGcount = -pow(10, meanOfdGData);
transformeddGUpperConfidence = meanOfdGData + sqrt((dGVariance/(float)numrep));
transformeddGLowerConfidence = meanOfdGData - sqrt((dGVariance/(float)numrep));
transformedEvolvabilityUpperConfidence = meanOfEvolvabilityData +
sqrt((evolvabilityVariance/(float)numrep));
transformedEvolvabilityLowerConfidence = meanOfEvolvabilityData sqrt((evolvabilityVariance/(float)numrep));
dGUpperConfidence = - pow(10, transformeddGUpperConfidence);
dGLowerConfidence = - pow(10, transformeddGLowerConfidence);
evolvabilityUpperConfidence = (1/transformedEvolvabilityUpperConfidence);
evolvabilityLowerConfidence = (1/transformedEvolvabilityLowerConfidence);
fprintf(outputfile, "\nMean evolvability: %f\nMean mutational robustness: %f\nMean
antirobustness: %f\nMean dG value at endpoint: %f\nNumber of total fixations:
%d\nNumber of nonsynonymous fixations: %d\nNumber of synonymous
fixations: %d\n", meanevolvability, meanmutationalrobustness,
meanantirobustness, dGcount, fixations, nonsynonymous, synonymous);
fprintf(outputfile, "\nUpper Confidence of evolvability: %f\nLowerConfidence of
evolvability: %f\nUpper Confidence of dGValue: %f\nLower Confidence of
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dGValue: %f\n\n\n", evolvabilityUpperConfidence,
evolvabilityLowerConfidence,dGUpperConfidence, dGLowerConfidence);
}
fclose(outputfile);
printf("Done!");
getchar();
return (0);
}

float ran1(long *seed)
{
int j;
long k;
static long iy=0;
static long iv[NTAB];
float temp;
if (*seed <= 0 || !iy) {
if (-(*seed) < 1) *seed=1;
else *seed = -(*seed);
for (j=NTAB+7;j>=0;j--) {
k=(*seed)/IQ;
*seed=IA*(*seed-k*IQ)-IR*k;
if (*seed < 0) *seed += IM;
if (j < NTAB) iv[j] = *seed;
}
iy=iv[0];
}
k=(*seed)/IQ;
*seed=IA*(*seed-k*IQ)-IR*k;
if (*seed < 0) *seed += IM;
j=iy/NDIV;
iy=iv[j];
iv[j] = *seed;
if ((temp=AM*iy) > RNMX) return RNMX;
else return temp;
}

void getnucleotidesequence(int *sequence)
{
FILE *nucleotides;
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int c, j;
nucleotides = fopen("nucseq.txt", "r");
if (nucleotides == NULL){
printf("Unable to open file.\n");
exit(2);
}
j=0;
while((c=fgetc(nucleotides)) != EOF)
{
if (c=='A' || c=='a' || c=='0')
sequence[j]=0;
else if (c=='C' || c=='c' || c=='1')
sequence[j]=1;
else if (c=='G' || c=='g' || c=='2')
sequence[j]=2;
else if (c=='T' || c=='t' || c=='U' || c=='u' || c=='3')
sequence[j]=3;
j++;
}
fclose(nucleotides);
}

void mutationmatrix(float mutation[I][K])
{
FILE *matrix;
matrix=fopen("mutationmatrixMG.txt", "r
if(matrix==NULL){
printf("Unable to open file.\n");
exit(2);
}
int i, j;
for (i=0; i<I; i++)
{
for (j=0; j<K; j++)
{
fscanf(matrix, "%f", &mutation[i][j]);
}
}
}
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void createrandommutation(int *errorsequence, float mutation[I][K], long *pnumber)
{
int k, i;
float x;
x = ran1(pnumber);
i=*errorsequence;
for (k=0; k<4; k++)
{
if(mutation[i][k]==0)
continue;
else
{
if (x<mutation[i][k])
{
*errorsequence=k;
break;
}
else
{
continue;
}
}
}
}

int geneticcode (int *sequence, int mutatedresidue)
{
static int aminoacid[LENGTH];
int i=0;
int k=0;
for (k=0; k<LENGTH; k++)
{
if (sequence[i]==3){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3 || sequence[i]==1){
aminoacid[k]=3;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=8;
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++i;}
}
else if (sequence[i]==1){
++i;
aminoacid[k]=14;
++i;
}
else if (sequence[i]==0){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3 || sequence[i]==1){
aminoacid[k]=18;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=20;
++i;}
}
else{
++i;
if (sequence[i]==0){
aminoacid[k]=20;
++i;}
else if (sequence[i]==2){
aminoacid[k]=17;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=0;
++i;}
}
}
else if (sequence[i]==1){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3){
++i;
aminoacid[k]=8;
++i;
}
else if (sequence[i]==1){
++i;
aminoacid[k]=11;
++i;
}
else if (sequence[i]==0){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3 || sequence[i]==1){
aminoacid[k]=5;
++i;}
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else{
aminoacid[k]=12;
++i;}
}
else{
++i;
aminoacid[k]=13;
++i;
}
}
else if (sequence[i]==0){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==2){
aminoacid[k]=9;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=6;
++i;}
}
else if (sequence[i]==1){
++i;
aminoacid[k]=15;
++i;
}
else if (sequence[i]==0){
++i;
if(sequence[i]==3 || sequence[i]==1){
aminoacid[k]=10;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=7;
++i;}
}
else{
++i;
if(sequence[i]==3 || sequence[i]==1){
aminoacid[k]=14;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=13;
++i;}
}
}
else{
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++i;
if (sequence[i]==3){
++i;
aminoacid[k]=16;
++i;
}
else if (sequence[i]==1){
++i;
aminoacid[k]=19;
++i;
}
else if (sequence[i]==0){
++i;
if (sequence[i]==3 || sequence[i]==1){
aminoacid[k]=1;
++i;}
else{
aminoacid[k]=2;
++i;}
}
else{
++i;
aminoacid[k]=4;
++i;
}
}
}
return(aminoacid[mutatedresidue]);
}

void makeddGarray (float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA])
{
struct line{
float ddgvalue;
};
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen("referenceddgvalues3.txt", "r");
if (fp == NULL){
printf("Unable to open file.\n");
exit(2);
}
char c[4];
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struct line array[AA*LENGTH];
int x = 0;
float f;
char buffer[500];
while (fgets(c, 4, fp) != NULL)
{
fscanf(fp, "%f", &f);
array[x].ddgvalue = f;
x++;
fgets(buffer, 500, fp);
}
int i, k;
x=0;
for (i=0; i<(LENGTH-1); i++)
{
for (k=0; k<AA; k++)
{
ddG[i][k] = array[x].ddgvalue;
++x;
}
}
fclose(fp);
}

float calculateddGvalue (int mutatedresidue, int derivedaminoacid, int ancestralaminoacid, float
ddG[LENGTH-1][AA])
{
float ddG_mutation;
ddG_mutation = (ddG[mutatedresidue][derivedaminoacid]) (ddG[mutatedresidue][ancestralaminoacid]);
return (ddG_mutation);
}

float gammln(float xx)
{
double x, y, tmp, ser;
static double cof[6]={76.18009172947146,-86.50532032941677,
24.01409824083091,-1.231739572450155,
0.1208650973866179e-2,-0.539523938495e-5};
int j;
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y=x=xx;
tmp=x+5.5;
tmp -= (x+0.5)*log(tmp);
ser=1.000000000190015;
for(j=0;j<=5;j++) ser += cof[j]/++y;
return -tmp+log(2.5066282746310005*ser/x);
}

float poidev (float xm, long *seed)
{
static float sq,alxm,g,oldm=(-1.0);
float em,t,y;
if (xm < 12.0){
if (xm !=oldm){
oldm=xm;
g=exp(-xm);
}
em=-1;
t=1.0;
do {
++em;
t *= ran1(seed);
} while (t > g);
} else {
if (xm != oldm) {
oldm=xm;
sq=sqrt(2.0*xm);
alxm=log(xm);
g=xm*alxm-gammln(xm+1.0);
}
do {
do{
y=tan(PI*ran1(seed));
em=sq*y+xm;
} while (em < 0.0);
em=floor(em);
t=0.9*(1.0+y*y)*exp(em*alxm-gammln(em+1.0)-g);
} while (ran1(seed) > t);
}
return em;
}
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float calculateVariance(float data[], int numrep)
{
int numDataPoints = numrep;
int n = 0;
float sum = 0;
float sumOfSquares = 0;
float mean = 0;
float variance = 0;
int i;
for (i = 0; i< numDataPoints; i++)
{
n = n + 1;
sum = sum + data[i];
sumOfSquares = sumOfSquares + ( data[i]*data[i]);
}
mean = (sum/(float)n);
variance = ((sumOfSquares - (sum*mean))/((float)n-1));
return variance;
}

float calculateMean( float data[], int numrep)
{
float mean;
float sum = 0.0;
int i;
for (i = 0; i< numrep; i++)
{
//printf("%f", data[i]);
sum = sum + data[i];
}
mean = (sum/(float)numrep);
return mean;
}

double calculate_p (int *sequence, float dG_wildtype, float f, float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA], float
mistrans[COD][AAM], float codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX, long *pnumber)
{
int i, j, k, errors, ancestral_aa, derived_aa, multiplier, sum, codon;
int errorsequence[3*LENGTH];
float ddGvalue, p, dG_extra, totalddG, codonsum;
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int mutatednuc, mutatedresidue, orig_nuc, residuecheck;
int numrep = 1000;
int misfolded = 0;
double singleProb = 0;
double totalProbability = 0;
codonsum = sumofprobabilities(sequence, codonprobs, mistransX);
for (i=0; i<numrep; i++)
{
singleProb = 0;
errors = poidev(codonsum, pnumber);
totalddG = 0;
residuecheck = 1000;
if (errors == 0)
{
singleProb = sigmoid(((double)dG_wildtype)*1000);
}
else
{
for (j=0; j<3*LENGTH; j++)
{
errorsequence[j] = sequence[j]; //initializes error sequence to equal the input sequence
}
for (j=0; j<errors; j++)
{
mutatedresidue = mistranslatedcodon(errorsequence, codonprobs, mistransX, codonsum,
pnumber);
mutatednuc = (3*mutatedresidue);
if (mutatedresidue == residuecheck)
{
j--;
continue;
}
residuecheck = mutatedresidue;
ancestral_aa = geneticcode(errorsequence, mutatedresidue);
if (ancestral_aa == 9)
{
j--;
continue;
}
multiplier = 100;
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sum = 0;
for (k=mutatednuc; k-mutatednuc<3; ++k, multiplier /= 10)
{
sum += errorsequence[k]*multiplier;
}
codon = sum;
derived_aa = translationalerror(mistrans, codon, pnumber);
ddGvalue = calculateddGvalue (mutatedresidue, derived_aa, ancestral_aa, ddG);
totalddG = totalddG + ddGvalue;
}
dG_extra = (totalddG + dG_wildtype);
singleProb = sigmoid(((double)dG_extra)*1000);
if (dG_extra > 0.0)
{
misfolded++;
}
}
totalProbability = totalProbability + singleProb;
}
p = (totalProbability/(double) numrep);
return p; //returns p value
}

double sigmoid(double ddG)
{
double probability;
probability = exp((ddG/(BCONST*T)))/( 1 + exp((ddG/(BCONST*T))));
return probability;
}

void codonprobmatrix (float codonprobs[COD][2])
{
FILE *matrix;
matrix=fopen("codonprobs.txt", "r");
if(matrix==NULL){
printf("Unable to open file.\n");
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exit(2);
}
int i, j;
for (i=0; i<(COD); i++)
{
for (j=0; j<(2); j++)
{
fscanf(matrix, "%f", &codonprobs[i][j]);
}
}
fclose(matrix);
}

float sumofprobabilities (int *sequence, float codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX)
{
int i, k, j;
int multiplier;
int codon[LENGTH];
int sum;
float probsum;
k=0;
for (j=0; j<LENGTH; j++)
{
i = 0;
sum = 0;
multiplier = 100;
for (i=0; i<3; ++i, multiplier /= 10)
{
sum += sequence[k]*multiplier;
++k;
}
codon[j] = sum;
}
probsum = 0;
for (j=0; j<LENGTH; j++)
{
for (i=0; i<COD; i++)
{
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if (codon[j] == codonprobs[i][0])
{
probsum = probsum + codonprobs[i][1]*(mistransX);
}
else
{
continue;
}
}
}
return(probsum);
}

int mistranslatedcodon (int *sequence, float codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX, float
codonsum, long *pnumber)
{
int i, k, j, residue;
int multiplier;
int codon[LENGTH];
float codonchoice[LENGTH];
int sum;
float singleprob, totalprob, randomnumber;
k=0;
for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++)
{
i = 0;
sum = 0;
multiplier = 100;
for (i=0; i<3; ++i, multiplier /= 10)
{
sum += sequence[k]*multiplier;
++k;
}
codon[j] = sum;
}
for (j=0; j<LENGTH; j++)
{
for (i=0; i<COD; i++)
{
if (codon[j] == codonprobs[i][0])
{
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codonchoice[j] = codonprobs[i][1]*(mistransX);
}
else
{
continue;
}
}
}
randomnumber = (ran1(pnumber)*codonsum);
totalprob = 0;
for (i=0; i<LENGTH; i++)
{
singleprob = codonchoice[i];
totalprob = totalprob + singleprob;
if (randomnumber < totalprob)
{
residue = i;
break;
}
}
return(residue);
}

void mistranslationmatrix(float mistrans[COD][AAM])
{
FILE *matrix;
matrix=fopen("mistranslationmatrix3.txt", "r");
if(matrix==NULL){
printf("Unable to open file.\n");
exit(2);
}
int i, j;
for (i=0; i<(COD); i++)
{
for (j=0; j<(AAM); j++)
{
fscanf(matrix, "%f", &mistrans[i][j]);
}
}
fclose(matrix);
}
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int translationalerror (float mistrans[COD][AAM], float codon, long *pnumber)
{
float randomnumber, singleprob, totalprob;
int i, j, aminoacid, counter;
randomnumber = ran1(pnumber);
for (i=0; i<(COD); i++)
{
totalprob = 0;
if (codon == mistrans[i][0])
{
for (j=1; j<(AAM); j++)
{
singleprob = mistrans[i][j];
totalprob = totalprob + singleprob;
if (randomnumber<totalprob)
{
if (j==1)
aminoacid=19;
else
aminoacid=(j-2);
break;
}
}
break;
}
}
return (aminoacid);
}

double calculatesequencefitness(float ddG_mutation, int *sequence, float dG_wildtype, float
alpha, float f, float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA], float mistrans[COD][AAM], float
codonprobs[COD][2], float mistransX, long *pnumber)
{
float dG_extra;
double fitness;
double p_value;
dG_extra = dG_wildtype + ddG_mutation;
if (dG_extra > 0.0)
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{
fitness = 0.0;
}
else
{
p_value = calculate_p(sequence, dG_extra, f, ddG, mistrans, codonprobs, mistransX,
pnumber);
fitness = (1.0 - (double)alpha*p_value);
}
return (fitness);
}

double calculateselection (double ancestralfitness, double derivedfitness)
{
double new_ancestralfitness, new_derivedfitness;
double s;
double p1, pN, probability;
double Nint = N;
new_ancestralfitness = (ancestralfitness/ancestralfitness);
new_derivedfitness = (derivedfitness/ancestralfitness
s = (1.0 - new_derivedfitness);
if (s == 1.0)
{
probability = 0.0;
}
else if (s == 0.0)
{
probability = (1/Nint);
}
else
{
if ((Nint*s)>5)
{
probability = 0.0;
}
else
{
p1 = pow((1.0-s),-1.0);
pN = pow((1.0-s),-Nint);
probability = ((p1 - 1.0)/(pN - 1.0));
}
}
return (probability);
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}

void calculateevolvability (int *fixedsequence, float dG_wildtype, float *evolvability, float
*mutationalrobustness, float mutation[I][K], float ddG[LENGTH-1][AA], long
*pnumber)
{
int i, j, mutatednuc, mutatedresidue;
int a_aminoacid, d_aminoacid, orignuc;
int sequence[3*LENGTH];
float dG_extra, antirobustness;
int neutral = 0;
int folded = 0;
int misfolded = 0;
float ddGvalue;
double misfoldProbability;
double foldCutOff = 0.5;
int numrep = 1000;
for (i=0; i<3*LENGTH; i++)
{
sequence[i] = fixedsequence[i];
}
for (i=0; i<numrep; i++)
{
mutatednuc = floor(ran1(pnumber)*3*LENGTH);
mutatedresidue = floor((mutatednuc/3));
orignuc = sequence[mutatednuc];
a_aminoacid = geneticcode(sequence, mutatedresidue);
if (a_aminoacid == 20 || a_aminoacid == 9)
{
misfolded++;
continue;
}
createrandommutation(&sequence[mutatednuc], mutation, pnumber);
d_aminoacid = geneticcode(sequence, mutatedresidue);
/
if (a_aminoacid == d_aminoacid)
{
neutral++;
}
else if (d_aminoacid == 20)
{
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misfolded++;
}
else
{
ddGvalue = calculateddGvalue(mutatedresidue, d_aminoacid, a_aminoacid, ddG);
dG_extra = dG_wildtype + ddGvalue;
misfoldProbability = sigmoid(((double)dG_extra)*1000);
if (misfoldProbability<foldCutOff)
{
folded++;
}
else
{
misfolded++;
}
}
sequence[mutatednuc] = orignuc;
}
*evolvability = ((float) folded / (float) numrep);
*mutationalrobustness = ((float) neutral / (float) numrep);
antirobustness = ((float) misfolded / (float) numrep);
}
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CRYPTIC GENETIC VARIATION CAN MAKE IRREDUCIBLE
COMPLEXITY A COMMON MODE OF ADAPTATION

Kayla Peck, Meredith Trotter, Grant Peterson, Joanna Masel
May 12, 2010

ABSTRACT
Cryptic genetic variation is a mechanism by which deleterious mutations can accumulate
due to weakened selection.

This accumulation can lead to potential adaptations when the

variation is revealed through evolutionary capacitance, allowing populations to cross the
adaptive landscape to reach a peak of higher fitness. We show that under certain conditions,
populations are more likely to cross an adaptive valley three steps wide to reach a higher peak
than when only one step is required to obtain a higher fitness. This shows that in some cases,
complex adaptations are more likely to fix than simples ones. This mechanism of cryptic genetic
variation facilitating the crossing of a multi-step adaptive valley can be used to explain
adaptations that are irreducibly complex. Through cryptic genetic variation, capacitance, and
compensatory evolution, complex adaptations are sometimes favored, providing evidence for an
explanation of the evolution of irreducibly complex structures.

INTRODUCTION
In the fitness landscape model originated by Sewall Wright, populations exist at local
―peaks‖ of a certain fitness from which they can evolve to a higher peak representing a higher
possible fitness (Wright 1932). However, in order to reach the higher peak, populations may
have to go through ―valleys‖ which represent intermediate genotypes of lower fitness. The
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―width‖ of a valley can be represented by how many ―steps‖, or mutations, it takes for the
genotype to reach the new peak. When new fitness peaks are reached through multiple steps, the
individuals are said to have acquired ―complex‖ adaptations. The ―depth‖ of a valley can be
considered to be how deleterious the mutations are that are required to reach the new peak.
There are two general ways a population can cross these valleys to reach a higher fitness peak.
First, each intermediate can fix successively through random genetic drift (Weissman et al.
2009). In small populations, drift has been shown to be a common mechanism by which
populations can reach higher fitness peaks by chance (Carneiro and Hartl 2009). However, for
larger populations that are subject more to selection than to drift, this mechanism is no longer a
possibility. The second way a valley can be crossed is when an individual accumulates a
combination of low frequency mutations that confer a selective advantage (Weissman et al.
2009). This way of valley crossing is supported by epistasis, or nonadditive effects of mutations,
through which it is possible that mutations may be jointly beneficial even if they are deleterious
individually (Kim 2007). In this study, we assume that the mutations generated in an individual
are deleterious following studies that show that most mutations are deleterious (Eyre-Walker and
Keightley 2007). This suggests that a population may have to suffer reduced fitness in an
intermediate state in order to progress toward the fitness benefit of their combination.
Even though valley genotypes are expected to persist for several generations before being
eliminated, the probability that those individuals will gain the mutations needed to reach a higher
fitness peak is dependent on population size and the absence of recombination (Weinreich and
Chao 2005). Recent studies have shown that large populations can climb fitness peaks despite
intermediate alleles that are deleterious (Behe and Snoke 2004, Weinreich and Chao 2005).
However, if the population is not necessarily large and recombination is present, one possible
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way of reaching a higher fitness peak is through the simultaneous fixation of alleles that confer a
benefit when combined. A recent study by Meer et al., explored an epistatic landscape involving
two diallelic loci where each allele, when combined with a suitable allele at the other site, could
confer a fitness advantage. By studying mitochondrial tRNA, they found that the simultaneous
fixation of two individually deleterious alleles allows mt-tRNAs to cross fitness valleys of
substantial depth (Meer et al. 2010). This data supports the idea that deleterious alleles, by
compensating for the other, can play an important role in providing access to new fitness peaks.
This concept of compensatory evolution is also explored in a study by Patrick Phillips who
argues that the ―only reasonable way for compensatory mutations to become fixed in a
population is if new mutants are first allowed to achieve a moderate frequency through the
relaxation of selection‖ (1996). One case in which selection would be relaxed is when genetic
variation is in a cryptic state which we will discuss later.
An adaptation is complex if it requires more than one mutational change. Such an
adaptation is ―irreducibly complex‖ if each component change is individually deleterious. Thus,
the evolution of irreducibly complex adaptations is, in population genetics, equivalent to crossing
a ―wide‖ adaptive valley. Irreducible complexity has often been used to support the claim that
complex structures, presumably, could not have been produced by ―any natural process‖ and
cannot be explained using standard evolutionary theory (Miller 2004). The example of the
bacterial flagellum has often been cited as contradictory to the assumptions underlying natural
selection as an exclusive theory and requires an additional explanation to rationalize its
development (Crump 2008). Current research no longer attributes the flagellum as an example
of irreducible complexity (Miller 2004), and focus has instead been placed on a variety of
mechanisms or pathways by which organisms can develop complex adaptations. Here, we show
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that even in a simple model of mutation, selection, and drift, irreducibly complex adaptations
appear and fix at high rates if variation has spent time in a cryptic state.
Cryptic genetic variation (CGV) is standing genetic variation that does not normally
contribute to the observed phenotype, but is available for expression after the introduction of
novel alleles or an environmental change (Gibson and Dworkin 2004). CGV is highly important
due to the fact that it implies a level of genetic diversity that is not phenotypically visible within
a given population. The potential for CGV to be expressed raises the question of the effects that
revealing this hidden variation can have on a population. CGV has been recognized to be
important in regards to how organisms respond to mutational perturbation and its contribution to
quantitative genetics through penetrance and genotype-by-environment interactions (Gibson and
Dworkin 2004). However, another important feature of CGV is its potential role in allowing
organisms to cross adaptive valleys and reach a level of higher fitness. Recent work (Masel
2006, Kim 2007, Phillips 1996) suggests that CGV can be a potent force facilitating complex
adaptation. In her 2006 study, Joanna Masel showed that cryptic genetic variation is a likely
source of adaptation following an environmental change. By calculating the number of weakly
deleterious, but potentially adaptive, mutations in an individual devoid of any strongly
deleterious mutations, Masel found that CGV can be enriched by mutations and confer
adaptation more strongly than mutations that were never hidden (2006). Here, we will model
explicitly the appearance and fixation of complex adaptations in a simple model with CGV.
Evolutionary capacitance has recently been acknowledged as a likely mechanism by
which cryptic genetic variation can be revealed. Evolutionary capacitors, such as the heat-shock
protein Hsp90, buffer genotypic variation and allow for the accumulation of hidden variation
(Bergman and Siegal 2003).

Hsp90, specifically, has been shown to suppress phenotypic
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variation under normal conditions, and release it when its function is compromised (Bergman
and Siegal 2003, Rutherford and Lindquist 1998, Sangster et al. 2004). The yeast prion [PSI+]
has also been discovered to uncover hidden genetic variation beyond stop codons by impairing
translation termination (True and Lindquist 2000, Wilson et al. 2005). Each of these cases
suggests that previously hidden genetic variation can be ―turned on‖ and reveal potentially
adaptive phenotypic variation. What is most important here is that evolutionary capacitance
occurs in nature and is therefore an extremely viable mechanism by which organisms can acquire
complex adaptations through cryptic genetic variation.
In this experiment, we present the hypothesis that cryptic genetic variation allows for the
accumulation of mutations, such that, when an environmental change occurs, the variation is
revealed and facilitates adaptation. These mutations are deleterious individually, but confer a
fitness advantage when a specified number of sites are mutated within the same individual. In
the initial environment, the mutations are able to accumulate since they are shielded from
selection in their cryptic state. After the environmental change, it is assumed that the mutations
are no longer shielded and are acted upon by selection. We explore the probability that the
combination of mutations needed to confer a fitness advantage will fix within a given population.
We also determine the number of mutated sites that can be required before the combination does
not fix within the population. A lower site requirement represents a narrower adaptive valley,
while a higher site requirement represents a wider adaptive valley.

This will give us an

indication of how wide a valley can be and still be crossed, directly representing the complexity
of an adaptation. The results from our study support the idea that irreducible complexity can be
explained by the spontaneous appearance of complex adaptations conferred by cryptic genetic
variation and an environmental change.
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MODEL
The model used in this study assumes a diploid population with an infinite number of
sites available for mutation. We assume a finite population of constant size N that participates in
random mating. The population is assumed to have been evolving in an initial environment for a
considerable period of time and exists at mutation-selection balance.

We assume strong

selection and weak mutation such that

Where m is the mutation rate, N is the population size, and sold is the selection coefficient for the
new mutations in the initial environment.
In the initial environment, sold is assumed to be small to simulate the cryptic state of the
mutations. The mutation rate, m, is considered in terms of per genome per generation and is also
assumed to be small. The expected sojourn time for a mutation in the population is τ(N, sold),
calculated as a function of N and sold using the Moran model according to Equation A2 in the
APPENDIX following Ewens (2004). The number of segregating sites in the population, SN, is
distributed Poisson around

The number of combinations of j sites segregating in a population is

Therefore, the number of possible combinations of j alleles segregating in the population at
mutation-selection balance in the initial environment is

(1)
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We assume that some combinations of j mutations will confer a fitness advantage in the
new environment. In the new environment, selection against the individual mutations snew is
greater than sold to simulate the revelation of previously cryptic variation. When an individual
has acquired mutations at j number of sites, it is given a fitness of 1 + sall, where sall is the
conferred advantage of having the combination of mutations. The fitness assignments can be
summarized as follows. If k is the number of segregating sites in genotypei and wi is the fitness
of genotype i, then when k = 0, wi = 1. When j > k > 0, then wi = 1 – ksnew, where snew is the
selection coefficient for the mutations in the new environment. When j = k, wi = 1 + sall. When
the fitness values are assigned, we assume that the mutations are dominant, meaning that having
only one copy of the mutation at each j segregating site is enough to confer the fitness advantage.
See Table 1 for a summary of the genotypic fitness values. The frequencies of the mutations in
the initial environment were drawn from the τ distribution calculated using Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium to approximate random mating within the population. The population was then
allowed to evolve under simple selection and drift until all j sites were fixed or lost. Simulations
were run from 10,000 sets of initial conditions to estimate the probability of fixation of a given j
site combination after an environmental change
event. Using these frequencies, a genotype array of
multi-site genotypes was created by multiplying
together the Hardy-Weinberg frequencies of each
single-site genotype that is possible.

From this

array, the fitness of each genotype in the new
environment was then calculated with regards to
the parameter values of sall and snew.

After

Table 1. Fitness values assigned to the different
possible genotypes with j=2 segregating sites. The
mutations (A’ and B’) are considered to be dominant.
One mutation must be present at each segregating site
in order to confer the fitness advantage sall. Mutations
present at a single locus receive a fitness decrement of
snew for each mutation k present in a genotype without
a mutation at each j site. Genotypes with no
mutations have a fitness of 1.
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assigning fitness values, the new expected frequencies of each genotype were calculated,
simulating ―selection‖ on the population.

Genetic drift was then simulated by a binomial

resampling of the allele frequencies.
Using the frequencies of genotypes calculated for the new environment, the probability of
fixation of any j-site adaptation is multiplied by E(Cj), the calculated number of possible j-site
combinations in the population (Equation 1) to give the mean number of fixation events one
would see after an environmental change revealing hidden variation, or adaptive flux. We
evaluate the adaptive flux for various values of j, sold, snew, and sall. The results from the
simulations will allow us to draw conclusions about the likelihood of spontaneous appearances
of complex adaptations fixing by this mechanism.

RESULTS
Various parameter values for sold, sall, and snew were examined during the simulation runs.
For all simulations, the population size N is 1000 and the mutation rate m is 0.001. Preliminary
results show that the results presented here hold true when N>1000 (data not shown). For all of
the simulations in Figures 1 and 2, when j=1, the adaptive flux is held constant for any value of
snew. This is indicative of the fact that when j=1, there is no ―valley‖ to cross considering that a
higher fitness peak is only one mutation away. Therefore as soon as an individual acquires the
mutation, it reaches a higher fitness peak. Therefore, selection does not determine the number of
fixation events occurring as snew changes. What selection does affect is the magnitude of the
adaptive flux.
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A
In Figure 1, when sall is small (0.05), j=1
has an adaptive flux of 4.93. However, when sall
is large (0.02), j=1 has an adaptive flux of 6.15.
Likewise, in Figure 2, when sold is small

B
(0.0001),the magnitude of the adaptive flux for
j=1 is much larger than when sold is large (0.01).
This shows that even though the value of snew
does not affect the adaptive flux when j=1, the
values of sall and sold can alter the magnitude of

C

the adaptive flux based on how much of a fitness
benefit is conferred or how many segregating
sites are present when the variation is still
cryptic, respectively. A larger value of sall, and
therefore a greater fitness advantage, results in a
larger number of fixation events.

A smaller

value of sold, and therefore more shielding of the
mutations in the initial environment, results in a
larger number of revealed segregating sites and a
greater number of fixation events.
In each of the simulations in Figure 1, the
value of sold is kept at 0.001 to represent weakly
deleterious mutations in the initial environment.
In Figure 1A, when sall=0.05, we see that the

Figure 1.—The adaptive flux, or expected mean
number of fixation events one would see after an
environmental change revealing previously hidden
variation. The population size N is 1000 for all
simulations. The selection coefficient sold for the
mutations in the initial environment is kept at 0.001 to
represent weakly deleterious mutations. snew is the
fitness decrement of having less than j mutations
while sall is the fitness advantage for having j
mutations. (A) When sall=0.05, the highest number of
fixation events occurs when j=2 at a value of 6.17.
The smaller the value of snew, the greater the number
of possible fixation events, except for when j=1 which
has no adaptive valley to cross. (B) The same pattern
is seen when sall=0.10; the highest number of fixation
events occurs when j=2 at a value of 8.39. (C) The
same pattern, with the highest number of fixations
events occurring when j=2 at a value of 9.72. Here,
the number of fixation events for j=3 is greater than
when j=1, indicating that for these parameters,
complex adaptations are more likely to fix than
simple adaptations. The larger the value of sall, the
higher the number of mean fixation events.
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A
adaptive flux, or number of mean fixation
events expected after hidden variation is
revealed, is highest when j=2 with a value of
6.17. This indicates that when 2 mutations at
separate sites are required to gain a fitness

B

advantage, approximately 6 fixation events
should occur. The fact that j=2 has a higher
adaptive flux than when j=1 suggests that more
complex adaptations are sometimes more
likely to fix than simple ones. When values of
snew become larger, the number of expected

C

fixation events becomes smaller. This same
general pattern is seen for j=3, j=4, and j=5
mutations. The decreasing adaptive flux
eventually reaches an asymptote at which it
remains constant, even for increasing values of
snew. When j=5, the adaptive flux becomes zero
when snew is greater than 0.005, but is nonzero
at smaller values of snew.

The nonzero

adaptive flux for j=4 and j=5 suggests that
complex adaptations occur even when a wide
valley must be crossed.

Figure 2.—The adaptive flux, or expected mean number
of fixation events one would see after an environmental
change revealing previously hidden variation
previously. The population size N is 1000 for all
simulations. The fitness benefit given to genotypes
with j mutations sall is kept at 0.05 to represent a
reasonably small advantage. snew is the fitness
decrement of having less than j mutations while sold is
the selection coefficient for the mutations in the initial
environment. (A) When sold=0.0001, the highest
adaptive flux occurs when j=2 at a value of 9.91. The
smaller the value of snew, the greater the number of
possible fixation events, except for when j=1 which has
no adaptive valley to cross. Here, the number of
fixation events for j=3 is greater than when j=1,
indicating that complex adaptations are sometimes more
likely to fix. (B) The same pattern is seen when
sold=0.001; the highest number of fixation events occurs
when j=2 at a value of 6.17. j=3 has an adaptive flux
less than j=1. (C) When sold=0.01, j=3,4,5 have adaptive
flux values of zero while j=2 has a maximum value of
0.05. j=1 has the highest value. The smaller the value of
sold, the higher the number of mean fixation events.
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In Figure 1B, sall=0.10 and the adaptive flux is highest when j=2 with a value of 8.39.
This, again, indicates that an adaptation requiring two steps is more likely to occur than an
adaptation requiring one. The pattern of decreasing adaptive flux with increasing snew values
until an asymptote is reached is seen when j > 1. Nonzero adaptive flux values are still seen
when j=4 and for j=5 at small values of snew. For each value of j, the magnitude of the adaptive
flux is greater than in Figure 1A when sall was a smaller value.
In Figure 1C, sall=0.20 and each simulation follows the same general pattern seen in
Figures 1A and 1B. The highest adaptive flux occurs when j=2 with a value of 9.72. One
significant exception is that when j=3, the adaptive flux is greater than when j=1. This shows
that a complex adaptation of three steps is more likely to occur than a simple adaptation of one
step at these parameters. We also see that j=5 has a nonzero adaptive flux value at snew values
less than 0.01 rather than 0.005 seen in previous simulations, giving a larger parameter range for
which complex adaptations crossing a wide valley can occur. The fact that the adaptive flux
magnitudes are larger for each j value than in Figures 1A and 1B allows us to draw the
conclusion that the adaptive flux increases with an increasing value of sall. If a larger fitness
benefit is conferred, the mutations are more likely to fix within the population for any given
value of j.
In Figure 2, sall is held constant at 0.05 to represent a reasonably small fitness benefit, or
fitness peak height. In Figure 2A when sold=0.0001, we see that the adaptive flux is highest
when j=2 with a value of 9.91. With these parameters, both j=2 and j=3 have adaptive flux
values that are great than when j=1, again supporting the idea that sometimes complex
adaptations are more likely to occur than those that are simple. As values of snew grow larger, the
adaptive flux of each j value decreases until it reaches an asymptote at which the adaptive flux
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remains constant. When j=4 and j=5, fixation events take place for all values of snew, showing
that complex adaptations with wide valleys can occur.
Figure 2B shows sold=0.001, representing slightly less shielded mutations than in Figure
2A. For all values of j, the same pattern is seen except that j=1 has a higher adaptive flux than
j=3. Additionally, when j=5, nonzero fixation events only occur for values of snew<0.005. The
adaptive flux magnitude for j=2 reaches a maximum value of 6.17.
In Figure 2C, sold=0.01 which represents strongly deleterious mutations in the initial
environment. This suggests there will be less segregating sites upon revelation of the genetic
variation in the new environment. Figure 2C supports this supposition by showing nonzero
adaptive flux values only when j=1 and j=2. When j=1, the magnitude is greatly reduced to 2.45
in comparison with Figures 2A and 2B which yield values of 5.82 and 4.93, respectively.
Additionally, the adaptive flux of j=1 is greater than when j=2, showing that at these parameters,
simple adaptations are more likely to occur than complex ones. The results of Figure 2 show that
as sold decreases, the adaptive flux increases, implying that the shielding of the mutations in the
initial environment greatly influences their fixation once revealed.

DISCUSSION
In this experiment, we assumed a population size of N=1000. This is a relatively small
population size. As studied by Weinreich and Chao, the time to fixation of mutations in a
population undergoing recombination slows with increasing population size (2005). However,
preliminary data show that the results reported above remain true for populations greater than
1000 (data not shown). This allows the value of N=1000 to be used with confidence in the
simulations considering that the results also apply to larger population sizes. We also assumed
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the mutation rate to be 1/N mutations per genome, per generation. It was found that the adaptive
flux decreased with decreasing mutation rate (data not shown). Our mutation rate is considered
to be a reasonable value due to studies showing higher mutation rates present in nature (HaagLiautard et al. 2007). In our simulation, we also assume that an environmental change will
reveal cryptic genetic variation, a concept supported by recent studies (Schlichting 2008,
Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998, Pigliucci et al. 1995). This is also supported by the fact that
most cases of rapid evolution are linked closely with environmental changes (Whitlock 1997).
Additionally, we assume that each mutation has the same selection coefficient as the other
mutations, both in the initial environment and in the new environment. This was an acceptable
assumption in view of the study done by Davies et al. that found the best distribution of fitness
effects for deleterious mutations was one where all mutations had the same effect (1999).
In the results, it was seen that when j=1, the adaptive flux was held at a constant value as
snew grew larger (Figures 1 and 2). This is due to the fact that when j=1, the genotypes do not
have a valley to cross because the higher fitness peak is only one mutation away. As soon as an
individual acquires the mutation, it receives the fitness advantage. Therefore, the value of snew
does not affect the number of fixation events because selection is not given a chance to act
against the new mutations because there is no deleterious effect of having the mutation in the
new environment. However, parameter values that do affect the adaptive flux when j=1 are sold
and sall. sold determines the frequency of segregating sites in the initial environment. If sold is
small, selection against mutations will be more relaxed, allowing more mutations to accumulate
within the population. If sold is large, selection against mutations will be more rigid, causing less
mutations to accumulate. Therefore sold dictates how many mutations are present when the
cryptic genetic variation is revealed. When j=1, the adaptive flux directly reflects the number of
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mutations in the population in the initial environment (Figure 2). Similarly, sall influences the
adaptive flux due to the fitness benefit that is conferred in the new environment. If sall is greater,
individuals receive a greater fitness advantage for having the mutations, therefore causing the
adaptive flux to be greater (Figure 1). This indicates that higher peaks are more likely to be
reached than lower ones. The adaptive flux values when j=1 is important considering that they
represent the number of fixation events for the simplest possible adaptation and serve as the basis
for comparison.
When the adaptive flux values of j=1 are compared to more complex adaptations, such as
when a new peak is two steps away (j=2), we see that sometimes complex adaptations are more
likely to fix than simple adaptations. In Figure 1, we see that for each of the parameter values,
j=2 has a higher adaptive flux than j=1 when snew is small. In Figure 1C, both j=2 and j=3 have
higher adaptive flux values when snew is small. These results support the idea that under certain
conditions, complex adaptations are more favorable than simple ones. This is especially true
when j=3 has a greater adaptive flux considering that three steps are required to reach another
fitness peak. This case is also seen in Figure 2A where j=3 has an adaptive flux much larger than
j=1 for small values of snew. Examining these parameters, we see that complex adaptations are
favored when snew is small, when sold is small, and when sall is large. When snew is small, the
deleterious effects of having the mutations in the new environment are less and selection does
not act as strongly, thus allowing for a greater probability of fixation. When snew grows larger,
the deleterious effects of the mutations are strong enough for selection to eliminate them before
they are able to fix. This indicates that deeper valleys are harder to cross. In each simulation,
the adaptive flux asymptote reached by j=2 is always less than the constant value of j=1 when
snew grows larger. It would be interesting to explore parameters at which the j=2 asymptote was
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larger than j=1 regardless of the value of snew. These parameters would show that the conditions
favor a more complex adaptation so strongly that the deleterious effect of the mutations in the
new environment does not prevent them from reaching fixation. When sold is small, more
mutations can accumulate in the initial environment, and are thus given a larger ―head start‖ after
the capacitance event. Lastly, when sall is large, a greater fitness benefit is conferred for having
mutations at j sites in the new environment. Therefore, it can be seen in conditions where
mutations are heavily shielded in an initial environment, only slightly deleterious in a new
environment, and confer a high advantage when j mutations are acquired, complex adaptations
are more likely to fix than simple ones. Future simulations will explore the possible parameters
for when more complex adaptations, such as j=4 and j=5, result in a higher adaptive flux than j=1
taking into account the results seen above. Additionally, since a nonzero adaptive flux value was
seen for j=5 under certain conditions, further simulations can explore possible parameters for
which j=6 results in fixation events. Preliminary results show that a nonzero adaptive flux
occurs for j=6 at the parameters of Figure 2A (sold=0.0001, sall=0.05) for small values of snew
(data not shown). Further simulations of this kind would further support the conclusion that
complex adaptations are possible through cryptic genetic variation.
We have determined a set of parameter values where more complex adaptations are more
likely to fix than simple ones. However, while we have shown that this result is possible, it is
important to consider whether it is practical. Above, we have discussed why the N and m values
are acceptable to use, but we should also consider if the sold, snew, and sall values are realistic.
Further background research on this subject should be undertaken in order to validate the
applicability of our results. Another thing to consider is whether the mutations are fixing
simultaneously or successively.

As mentioned, studies have shown that the simultaneous
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fixation of mutations may be a common phenomenon that can lead to adaptations without the
detriment of existing as an intermediate genotype in an adaptive valley (Meer et al. 2010, Kern
and Kondrashov 2004, Tillier and Collins 1998).

While not addressed in this paper, the

mechanism by which the fixation events are occurring in the simulations should be considered
for future work. Another avenue of further research is the exploration of the time to fixation for
the mutations. Philips declares that the evolution of compensatory mutations at more than two
segregating sites is ―daunting‖ because the average time to fixation is proportional to v-n, where n
is the number if sites and v is the mutation rate (1996). However, this does not take into
consideration cryptic genetic variation which can accumulate mutations during weakened
selection, therefore giving the fixation events a ―head start‖. Figure 3 shows preliminary results
for the calculation of the time to fixation for the given set of parameters: N=1000, m=0.001,
sall=0.05, and sold=0.001. We can see that times to fixation are on the order of N and that as snew
becomes larger, the time to fixation becomes shorter. This is possibly due to the fact that with
greater values of snew, the adaptive valley
becomes deeper, thus making it less likely that
fixation will occur. At these values, the only
fixations that do occur are when the initial
mutation frequencies are large enough that they
are

already

near

fixation

in

the

initial

environment, thus allowing them to fix more
quickly in the new environment. This results in
the shorter times to fixation seen in Figure 3.
While this conclusion can be preliminarily

Figure 3.—Mean time to fixation against increasing
values of snew for each value of j where N=1000,
m=0.001, sall=0.05, and sold=0.001. As snew grows,
the time to fixation grows shorter indicating that
fixation is less likely due to the increased valley
depth. Fixation times are on the order of N.
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drawn, further studies should be performed in
order to better understand the relationship
between time to fixation and the parameters of the
Table 2. Fitness values assigned to the different
possible genotypes with j=2 segregating sites. The
mutations (A’ and B’) are considered to be recessive.
Two mutations must be present at each segregating
site in order to confer the fitness advantage sall.
Mutations present at a single locus receive a fitness
decrement of snew for each mutation k present in a
genotype without a mutation at each j site.
Genotypes with no mutations have a fitness of 1.

adaptive landscape.
One further comment that should be made
is that the fitness calculation used in the model
assumes that having one allele at each j site is
enough to confer the fitness advantage, or that the

mutations are dominant. However, if the mutations are not dominant, it could result in a
different number of fixation events for the given parameters. Table 2 shows the genotype
fitnesses if the mutations are assumed to be recessive rather than dominant, meaning that two
copies of the mutation are required at each segregating site to receive the fitness benefit. We can
see that the chance of an individual receiving the fitness benefit is greatly reduced than when the
mutations are considered dominant.

In the recessive case, only one genotype receives an

advantage (Table 2), while in the dominant case, four genotypes benefit from the mutations
(Table 1). It has been suggested that genomes will avoid dominant deleterious mutations in
genes under selection pressure (Garncarz et al. 2006), yet since we are considering genetic
variation shielded from selection, it is possible that dominant mutations will be more common.
When we consider that evolutionary capacitance may be favored by natural selection
(Masel 2005), we see that it is very likely that complex adaptations occur through the revelation
of cryptic genetic variation. Through the accumulation of deleterious mutations that are hidden
from selection, it is possible for individuals to tap into a source of variation that can assist in the
crossing of an adaptive valley. Here, we show that under certain conditions, a fitness peak that is
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three steps away is more likely to be reached than one that is only one step away. This suggests
that sometimes complex adaptations are favored over simple adaptations. This is an extremely
important finding in the context of irreducible complexity. By showing that complex adaptations
may be more likely to fix than simple ones, we present a mechanism by which organisms can
obtain irreducibly complex adaptations. The accumulation of cryptic genetic variation facilitates
the crossing of an adaptive valley once the variation is revealed. The only question that remains
unanswered is the extent of complexity an individual is capable of.

Here we show that

individuals can reach higher fitness peaks up to five steps away. This, however, is not the
maximum width a valley can be before it is unable to be crossed. Still, the importance lies in the
fact that complex adaptations are sometimes more likely to fix than simple ones, supporting
cryptic genetic variation as a mechanism by which irreducible complexity can occur.
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APPENDIX
The sojourn times in this experiment were calculated according to the one locus, two
allele dynamics of a Moran model with a slight variation. The Moran model is usually applied to
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haploid populations, whereas our simulations were run using a diploid population. However, we
were able to use the model still considering that we assume infinite sites, free recombination, and
random mating. Because of these factors, it is unlikely that the dynamics are significantly
changed due to the diploid population.
In this model, one individual is randomly chosen to die and one to reproduce at each time
step. Additionally, a number of important quantities are analytically accessible through the
theory of branching Markov chain models (Ewens 2004). At a point in time, I individuals will
have a mutant allele with fitness 1 – s. As an infinite sites model, it is possible to neglect
recurrent and back mutations, allowing the probability of the next reproducing individual to have
the mutant allele to be given by

The probability that the mutant allele appears in the next individual chosen to die is i/2N. The
probability that the number of mutants increases from i by 1 is then given by the probability that
a mutant individual reproduces while a wild-type individual dies:

The probability that the number of mutants decreases from i by 1 then takes into account the
probability that a mutant individual dies and a wild-type individual reproduces:

Following Ewens (2004),

The probability of fixation by drift starting from i individuals is then
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Ewens (2004), and the probability of fixation by drift starting from a single mutant individual is

The sojourn time τi during which there are i descendants of a single original mutant is given by

i = 1, . . ., 2N – 2

Ewens (2004), where the unit of time is one generation or N rounds in the Moran model. This
appendix was modeled after Masel (2006).

